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Abstract

Estimation of Distribution Genetic Programming(EDA-GP) com-

bines Estimation of Distribution Algorithms(EDA) and Genetic

Programming(GP), obtaining benefits of model-based approach in

applications dealing with relational information. It has been stud-

ied for the last 15 years and more than 20 different models are

introduced in about 60 papers. This algorithm has advantages in

generating more diverse individuals and learning distribution of

multiple solutions. Also it can easily be incorporated with prior

knowledge and helps understand GP behavior. Its problem domain

is shared by Inductive Logic Programming, handling relational in-

formation statistically.

EDA-GPs have, however, strong limitation of scalability caused by

stochastic bias. Due to the difficulty of building stochastic model

with relational information, many model representations are newly

proposed or introduced from other areas. Their main problem is

lack of analysis of retaining distribution in evolutionary search. If

we exclude selection from general EDA process, remaining sam-

pling and update steps are not supposed to change distribution

in general, called neutrality, since no problem-related informa-

tion is used. In EDA-GPs, it changes and generates stochastic

bias. This problem-independent bias distorts useful information

observed from selection or stops EDA-GPs search, seriously re-

stricting scalability.

In this thesis, we provide a fundamental analysis of the bias in

EDA-GPs. We prove that the bias has strong impact, unfunction-

ing EDA-GPs even in solving near-trivial problems. Then, the bias

of two major representations, Probabilistic Prototype Tree(PPT)



and Stochastic Context Free Grammar(SCFG), are mathemati-

cally analysed. In PPT, bias is in a form of amplified drift effect

increasing exponentially, preventing systems scaling to complex

models for real world problems. Bias of grammar based models

is caused by recursion of SCFG and depth limitation of GP, each

of which is studied in Computational Linguistics and GP respec-

tively, but their interaction has not been studied yet. This bias

prefers specific form of distribution consistently, disturbing guide

of search through selection.

Beyond confirming the bias, we esitmate it accurately and intro-

duce solutions eliminating it in the update step. For PPT, Likeli-

hood Weighting conceptually similar to that of Bayesian networks

is proposed to remove the amplification. In SCFG, we cancel its

bias by modification of learnt distribution as estimated amount.

These solutions mathematically guarantee to solve the problem

caused by bias, maintaining neutrality of systems. Additionally,

we verify it empirically by with benchmark and practical prob-

lems. This thesis will improve scalability of many EDA-GPs, be-

cause systems are improved in an aspect irrelevant to problems.

Furthermore, our analysis of model representation rather than a

specific model is more generally applicable to EDA-GPs. Beyond

direct results of scalability improvement, we expect analysis of neu-

trality to shed light on fundamental analysis of representations of

EDA-GPs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Lack of Analysis in EDA-GP

Genetic Programming(GP) [1] is a traditional evolutionary algorithm as Ge-

netic Algorithm(GA) [2], searching fitter solutions by evolutionary operators.

In general, GP systems have a population composed of individuals. Fitter indi-

viduals in the population survives and they reproduce new individuals, which

is an evolutionary process of improving fitness of solutions. These algorithms

have shown good performance for complex problems [1; 2]. Even though GP

shares algorithmic process with GA, they are fundamentally different. First of

all, representations of GP solutions are programs including relational informa-

tion including structural constraints. For this reason, application domain of

GP is closer to that of Inductive Logic Programming(ILP) rather than other

propositional learning algorithms.

Estimation of Distribution Algorithms are also evolutionary algorithms

adapting model learning mechanisms [3]. This approach is expected to obtain

benefits in analysing and guiding behaviour of evolutionary search. Recom-

bining individuals Flexibly and preserving good building blocks, EDAs have

improved performance in solving many applications when their model have

proper expression power to represent solution space. [3]. As GA, most EDAs

have been developed for fixed string representations of individuals.

1



1. INTRODUCTION

Estimation of Distribution Genetic Programming adapts the model-based

approach of EDAs to GP [4], expected to obtain benefits of EDAs on GP

application domain. Compared to EDAs, GP individuals have relational in-

formation and variable length. This difference of representation of individuals

affects model representation, leading to different behaviour in terms of accu-

racy and efficiency. Compared to Probabilistic Graphical Models [5] provid-

ing theoretical background of model representation of EDAs, EDA-GPs have

more complex issues, because observed information from GP problem domain

is structural and relational. For this reason, most EDA-GP research has been

focused on the issue, how to represent models to store distribution correctly

with structural constraints.

Another important issue is preserving learnt information, rarely studied

compared to the representation issue. EDAs based on theoretically well-

founded Graphical Model representations may have minor problems, but EDA-

GPs using various representations without deep analysis can have serious prob-

lems caused by the issue.

1.2 Scalability Limitation

Instead of applying evolutionary operators to individuals, EDAs and EDA-

GPs use a stochastic model for generating individuals and learning distribu-

tion of their components. Thus, their process is usually comprised of generat-

ing step(sampling), selection step, and learning step(update) in a generation.

More detail is shown in Section 2.1.

Problems are started from a simple, but fundamental question. What will

happen if selection is excluded? The Remaining steps, sampling and update,

are not incorporated with fitness information which is the only property re-

lated to application problems. Therefore any distribution change in the two

steps has no guarantee to help search, but rather to destroy useful information.

In low possibility, it may be helpful in a specific condition of fitness landscape,

but it is hard to expect the information irrelevant to problems to be useful in

general applications. In case we have lack of information of fitness landscape,

2



1. Introduction

which happens in most practical problems, evaluating such an arbitrarily pos-

itive effect is very difficult and less useful for developing methodology in terms

of its generality. In all following contents of this thesis, we will call the dis-

tribution change to bias and this property to neutrality. More practically,

such biased systems converge to wrong solutions or lose chance to converge

to perfect solutions. Furthermore, this bias observed in a generation can be

accumulated over all generations, gradually distorting distribution to wrong

direction. This mis-convergence caused by bias is the main problem we will

solve in this thesis. In detail, EDA-GP models have bias caused by various

factors depending on their representations, so we will confirm bias and factors

of two major representations. The bias causes problems of mis-convergence of

grammar based EDA-GPs, which is the general problem of bias, and strong

limitation of scalability of PPT based EDA-GPs; The limitation is a con-

sequence of mis-convergence. At the end of the analysis, we will propose

solutions of these problems, eliminating the effect of the bias.

1.3 Fundamental Analysis and Solutions

The problem of bias has not been reported at all in EDA-GPs as far as we

investigated. Its existence, behaviour, and impact are also unknown or not

explicitly studied. For this reason, we investigate impact of the bias before

analysing it deeply.

First of all, we aim to show that bias can be critical to make EDA-GP

systems to fail completely in finding perfect solutions. Given equal resource

of computation, we show an example that unsuccessful runs of a EDA-GP

compared to other model representations. Notable point of this result is su-

perior influence on bias to cause the failure. Analysing transitions concretely

in statistical methods, we empiricaly evaluate how critical impact of bias is.

In more deep analysis to confirm bias and causes, we selected Probabilistic

Prototype Tree and Stochastic Context Free Grammar. These two structures

have been used for building many EDA-GP models in history. Bias of Proba-

bilistic Prototype Tree is mainly caused by sampling effect, more precisely drift

3



1. INTRODUCTION

effect. In general, the effect is regarded as ignorable phenomenon, however

PPT structure amplifies the effect, generating strong bias in its deep compo-

nents. This effect leads to convergence of the components to completely wrong

value, which blocks systems generating perfect solutions. It is a problem of

mis-convergence, but its amplified effects results in limitation of scalability of

PPT-based EDA-GPs.

Reducing effects of the bias is based on tight estimation of their amount,

because wrong estimation will generate another bias again, even if we remove

it. For the reason, we analyse factors to cause bias and estimate the bias as

accurate as possible. Then bias are eliminated by using previous distribution

as the amount of bias. Stochastic Context Free Grammar(SCFG) has a fun-

damental problem of mis-convergence caused by bias. This bias is created by

interaction between recursion of SCFG and depth limitation of GP. SCFG-

based EDA-GPs have both aspects together and bias enforces distribution

converging to a specific shape of distribution. As PPT analysis, we analyse its

fundamental factors and estimate them accurately, solving them by applying

inverse bias based on the estimation.

1.4 Main Contribution

In this thesis, I will show that bias generated by sampling and update process

can cause a critical limitation of EDA-GPs to search for perfect solutions. This

analysis will validate impact of bias and necessity of analysis of neutrality in

EDA-GPs. In following detail analysis, I will show that bias shown as drift

effect exists in PPT-based EDA-GPs and its exponential increase causes a

critical limitation of scalability through mathematical analysis and empirical

verification. Then I will show that the bias can be solved by our solutions elim-

inating bias from above estimation works. For grammar based models, I will

show that depth limitation and recursion creates bias and can be estimated by

evaluating Maximum Likelihood Estimator with relative frequency on depths,

and their neutrality can be recovered by eliminating the bias as the estimated

amount. As results of this study, scalability of PPT-based EDA-GPs will be

4



1. Introduction

improved and search of SCFG-based EDA-GPs will be more concentrated on

probable regions easier to find perfect solutions without distortion by bias.

More importantly, this analysis is applicable to most EDA-GPs, because of

independence of problems to application property and their dependence to

representation rather than a specific model approach.

Beyond this practical improvement of EDA-GP systems, this thesis has

more theoretical contributions. First of all, the works in developing solutions

include fundamental analysis of distribution change in structures, therefore

we provide analysis to help understanding of EDA-GP behaviour for the two

representations used in many EDA-GP models. Because of lack of analysis of

neutrality, this work will inform impact and necessity of analysing the aspect

for EDA-GPs. It also provides a framework for analysing neutrality, easily

applicable to other structures. These two results of our analysis are expected

to invigorate research to establish more tight theoretical foundation of EDA-

GPs. In addition, this work will be an evidence of benefits of EDA-GPs as an

analytic approach based on explicit models.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis is composed of 7 chapters and two appendixes, including this Chap-

ter 1 for introduction to illustrate arguments of this thesis briefly. Following

Chapter 2 explains all background knowledge related to each chapter, includ-

ing explanation of Estimation of Distribution Genetic Programming. It ex-

plains basis of EDA-GP as GP, EDAs, examples of representative models, and

brief summary of EDA-GP models developed so far. Chapter 3 is to clearly

state problems to solve in this thesis. It defines the problems and explains

conditions when the problems can occur. Chapter 4 justifies impact of prob-

lems to EDA-GPs in empirical analysis. Chapter 5 shows analysis of PPT.

It is composed of confirming problems of the structure, estimating bias, and

introducing solutions with verification. The same methodology of analysis is

applied to Chapter 6, focusing on SCFG instead of PPT. From Chapter 4 to 6,

our main efforts and contribution are introduced and Chapter 7 will summarise

5



1. INTRODUCTION

these works and emphasise our arguments. Appendix 7.2 at the end of this

thesis, we also introduce additional experiments of confirming bias of PPT.

To support the generality of our solutions, Appendix 7.2 show an experiment

applying a LW method, a solution of the bias problem in PPT-based systems,

to a practical problem. It is for predicting arthritis from collected real world

data.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Estimation of Distribution Genetic Program-

ming

2.1.1 Fundamentals

Genetic Programming Genetic Programming(GP) [1] is an evolutionary

algorihtm based on natural selection and reproduction mechanisms as Genetic

Algorithm(GA) [2]. As most evolutionary algorithms, it also has a population

comprised of individuals, and improves their fitness by evolutionary operators.

A standard GP follows this algorithm:

Algorithm 1 Genetic Programming
t← 0
Initialise population P0

while not termination condition do
t← t + 1
Evaluation: Evaluate fitness of all individuals in Pt

Selection: Create subpopulation St by selecting from Pt

{Selection is based on fitness}
Reproduction: Generate Pt+1 by evolutionary operators

end while

GP uses programs for representing individuals, including structural con-
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2. BACKGROUND

straints and explicit semantics in general. Compared to GA, such representa-

tions have big difference as following list.

1. Flexible length

2. Information about relations of components

These special aspects of GP individuals change essential mechanisms from

GA, for example, evolutionary operators, fundamental theory of searching for

fitter solutions, and even the solution space. Since GP representation is more

focused on representing relational information like structural constraints, its

applicable problems are closer to domain of Inductive Logic Programming [6; 7]

or Relational Learning, rather than other propositional learning domain. GP

is the main evolutionary approach in searching for relational information in

complex structure, and it has shown remarkable performance on many appli-

cations [8].

Grammar Guided Genetic Programming(GGGP) is an extended GP sys-

tem, using a grammar to control solution space. In this approach, we can

easily design solution space to allow only correct individuals and also to incor-

porate with any prior knowledge in modifying the grammar. This GGGP will

be used in Chapter 4 as a control group to confirm complexity of problems.

In analysis of Chapter 4, we examine impact of EDA-GP with the PPT

representation. However we need an independent performance benchmark:

if EDA-GP performs poorly, perhaps the problem is too hard. We need to

compare with a GP system. This is trivial for the Max problem, which was

designed with GP in mind. However it is difficult to make a fair comparison

on OneMax with a standard GP, because the natural encoding into EDA-GP

doesn’t fully satisfy the problem restrictions: GP would be searching a differ-

ent solution space. For fairness, we use Grammar Guided GP (GGGP) [9],

specifically Ross’ DCTG-GP [10], which can satisfy the same constraints.

Estimation of Distribution Algorithms Estimation of Distribution Al-

gorithms have repetitive process including learning a model from observed

data and generating new data from the model. It can be viewed from two

8
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complementary perspectives [3]. One of the perspectives is iterative Bayesian

modelling method. It builds a statistical model to represent solution space

with the process, increasing probability of the region near optima. The other

is a application of learning statistical model to conventional evolutionary al-

gorithms. In this view, learning a model and generating a process replaces

crossover and/or mutation operators. Algorithmic description of this approach

shown in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Estimation of Distribution Algorithms
t← 0
Initialise probability model M0 based on prior knowledge

{Generally using a uniform distribution}
while not termination condition do

t← t + 1
Sampling: Generate Pt by sampling from Mt−1

Evaluation: Evaluate fitness of all individuals in Pt

Selection: Create subpopulation St by selecting from Pt

{Selection is based on fitness}
Update: Generate model Mt from St and Mt−1

end while

Sampling in this algorithm means generating new individuals from a sta-

tistical model by stochastic method, for example probabilistic logic sampling.

This approach and update are new process applied to typical evolutionary

algorithms. In the update step, components composing individuals are de-

composed by underlying assumptions on dependence for each specific EDA

models. Frequency of this decomposed components obtained from population

is used for updating their statistical model M. This model represents an esti-

mation of distribution of the components. In the sampling step, EDAs select

a value for each component from probability distribution of M, and the values

are constructing one individual. It is repeated until EDAs obtain required

individuals.

EDAs are believed to have a benefit as an analytic tool for undertand-

ing behaviour of evolutionary algorithms. Explicitly represented statistical

information is easy to investigate, modify for guiding search, incorporate with

9
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knowledge. More importantly, in the view of replacing crossover, this model-

based sampling allows to generate all possible combinations of components,

compared to crossover allowing only parts of them and missing the others.

In history, model learning mechanisms, especially representing dependence

of components has been a hot issue. The beginning models of EDAs as-

sumed independence between components as shown in Probabilistic Based

Incremental Learning(PBIL) [11] and Univariate Marginal Distribution Algo-

rithm(UMDA) [12]. They showed that limitation is uncovered quickly by limit

of searching for perfect solutions. The models are ameliorated by representing

more complex conditional dependence as bivariate models, Bivariate Marginal

Distribution Algorithm(BMDA) [13] and Mutual Information Maximization

for Input Clustering(MIMIC) [14]. At the end of this stream, EDAs used

models representing flexible and complex dependence in Extended Compact

Genetic Algorithm(ECGA) [15], Factorized Distribution Algorithm(FDA) [16;

17], and Bayesian Optimisation Algorithm(BOA) [18].

Estimation of Distribution Genetic Programming EDA-GPs are al-

gorithms based on statistical model learning for GP individuals. This model-

based approach has been applied for more than 15 years, called Probabilistic

Model Building in Genetic Programming(PMBGP) [4] or Estimation of Dis-

tribution Algoirhtm in Genetic Programming(EDA-GP) [19]. A standard al-

gorithm of EDA-GPs is basically equal to EDAs composed of learning a model

from good individuals, generating individuals from the model, and selecting

good individuals. Applying model learning approach to GP is promising re-

search, obtainig benefits of EDAs in relational information search in terms of

guiding GP systems and recombining individuals more flexibly.

Compared to EDAs, however, its model representations and incorporation

with GP individuals are completely different to EDAs, since they need more

strict use of structural constraints and relational information. Constructing

proper models dealing with structural constraints and relation information is a

difficult problem, so representation of models and mechanisms to handle them

are diversed, not standardised.

10
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In history, there are two major streams of model representations, Proba-

bilistic Prototype Tree(PPT) and Stochastic Context Free Grammar(SCFG).

Probabilistic Incremental Program Evolution(PIPE) was the first model to

develop PPT. This system is representative of PPT-based systems, so we will

see it in more detail at a following section in this chapter. After PIPE [20]

with its independent probability structure came Sastry and Goldberg’s Ex-

tended Compact Genetic Programming(ECGP) [21] (representing dependence

between nodes via a greedy factorisation) and Yanai and Iba’s Estimation

of Distribution Programming(EDP) [22; 23; 24] (representing parent-child-

sibling dependence). Hasegawa and Iba’s Program Optimization with Linkage

Estimation(POLE) [25; 26] learns Bayesian networks over a slight variant of

the PPT, the Extended Parse Tree (EPT). Grammar-based EDA-GPs are in-

spired from previous grammar based Genetic Programming. In the beginning,

applying statistical approach was implicitly applied as Whigham’s work [27],

Bosman and de Jong’s work [28], and Tanev’s work [29] using Stochastic Con-

text Sensitive Grammar and developed relatively recently. The grammar based

works are extended using explicit stochastic models, differently to above mod-

els. Stochastic Grammar based Genetic Programming(SG-GP) uses Stochastic

Context Free Grammar composed of independent variables of a given initial

grammar [30], and it is advanced in Program Evolution with Explicit Learn-

ing(PEEL) [31]. In extending expression power of models and learning struc-

tures, Grammar Model based Program Evolution(GMPE) [32] and Program

with Annotated Grammar Estimation(PAGE) [33; 34] were developed.

From other research field including Graphical Models [5] and Natural Lan-

guage Processing(NLP) [35], various model representation have been intro-

duced as N-gram [36], Bayesian networks [37; 38], and other graphs struc-

tures with specific constraintsclegg2008combining. In Ant Colony Optimisa-

tion [39], designing representation of paths of ants and updating pheromone

are also model-based approach and GP has been a target for applying the

approach[40; 41; 42; 43; 44; 45; 46; 47]. Some of the reprsentations are based

on PPT or SCFG, but commonising the other representation are difficult be-

cause of their variety.

11
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In this thesis we focused on PPT and SCFG representations rather than a

specific model, generalising our analysis to more wide range of EDA-GPs.

2.1.2 Representative Model Structures

Probabilistic Prototype Tree(PPT) Probabilstic Prototype Tree is one

of the first model representation in EDA-GPs. Its structure is intuitive, using

tree representation for both models and individuals. In Fig. 2.1, a PPT ex-

ample is shown. The PPT is normally a n-ary tree where n is the maximum

number of arity of given symbols including functions, all constants, and vari-

ables. The figure shows an example of binary full tree(PPT) with maximum

depth 2, composed of arithmetic operators +, -, ×, /. Each node of PPT is a

probability table, storing a random variable. In the example, it is an indepen-

dent multinomial distribution. The set of outcomes of the variables is initially

fixed and equal for all nodes.

In its learning process, each node of individuals is mapped to a node of

PPT. A PPT model is a full tree with maximum arity used in individuals,

so any individual can be ovelapped over PPT as a part of the tree. Then, it

estimates probability distribution of each variable from frequency of outcomes

in selected good individuals.

Fig. 2.1 shows a tree being generated from PPT structure. In the sam-

pling process, PPT selects outcomes from each node following its probability

distribution in generative way. Selecting an outcome starts from root node

of PPT, and then it continues to select probable outcomes of nodes required

to grow the tree, following structural constraints. It is an ancestral sampling,

generating an outcome and visiting adjacent variables in the graph repeatedly

until it obtains a correct tree.

This model was a beginning work of EDA-GPs, and inspired many suc-

ceeding model development. This model is extended by adaptation of more

complex conditional dependence as the stream of EDAs. Estimation of Distri-

bution Programming(EDP) used pairwise conditional dependence instead of

independent variables [22]. Extended Compact Genetic Programming(ECGP)
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P(rlog)= 0.03

+

exp %

x x 0.71

P(−)
P(*)
P(%)
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P(cos)
P(exp)

P(+) = 0.04
= 0.02
= 0.05
= 0.01
= 0.01
= 0.02
= 0.8

P(R) = 0.01
P(x) = 0.01

Figure 2.1: An Example of PPT Use in PIPE (Left Tree : PPT model, Right
Tree : a Growing Tree Individual from the Model

extended further, using conditionally dependent variables to many variables [21].

Another work was Program Optimization with Linkage Estimation(POLE),

also using multivariate conditional dependence on Bayesian networks [25].

Stochastic Context Free Grammar Stochastic Context Free Grammar(SCFG)

is a Context Free Grammar designed for storing probability distribution, adding

weights to each production as a probability term. A definition of SCFG is

M = {N,σ, S,R}

N = {n|n is a nonterminal symbols}

σ = {t|t is a terminal symbol}

R = {r|r is a production or rule with a form of

n → λ, where λ ∈ (N ∪ σ)∗}

where (Set)∗ is a sequence of symbols in Set. In the production, n is left hand

side(LHS) of the production, from which a new combination λ of symbols on

right hand side(RHS) can be derived. In SCFG, each of these productions has

a probability term , p (r), satisfying this rule:

∀ n ∈ N,
∑

r∈LHS(n)

p(r) = 1
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LHS RHS Probability Rule ID

S → Exp 1.00 (0)
Exp → Exp Op Exp 0.50 (1)

→ Pre Exp 0.25 (2)
→ x 0.25 (3)

Op → + 0.10 (4)
→ − 0.20 (5)
→ × 0.10 (6)
→ / 0.60 (7)

Pre → sin 0.25 (8)
→ cos 0.25 (9)
→ eˆ 0.25 (10)
→ ln 0.25 (11)

Figure 2.2: A Commonly used Stochastic Context Free Grammar for Symbolic
Regression Problems

where n is a LHS symbol n ∈ N and LHS(n) is a set of productions whose

LHS is n.

Fig. 2.2 shows a more practical example of SCFG for Symbolic Regression

Problem [1]. In the SCFG, each LHS symbol is a independent random variable,

for example {S, EXP, OP, Pre}. S is a multinomial random variable whose

outcome is one, the rule (0). It has only one rule, so the probability of the

outcome is 1.0. For EXP, it has (1), (2), and (3) rules as its outcomes, and

their sum of probability becomes 1.

When it learns the probability distribution, it maps them onto observable

locations of tree individuals when the locations and variables have the same

symbol, which is a different way to PPT.

For learning a variable in SCFG, observable locations are determined by

matching symbols between the location and the variable. Then simple learning

method as Maximum Likelihood Estimation evaluates frequency of used pro-

ductions at the locations. In simple sampling method as PLS, SCFG iteratively

selects a production in all derivation steps. At the starting symbol, it selects

a production of the LHS symbol by its probability distribution. Then, the
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production is used for deriving children from the LHS symbol. This stochastic

derivation is repeated until there is no nonterminal at leaf nodes.

This representation is used in various models, extending their expression

power of distribution. For example, LHS symbols are annotated by depth

in vectorial SG-GP [30], so LHSs in different depths have separate variables

representing distribution on each depth. More advanced methods as GMPE

and PAGE assign many variables to a LHS of a SCFG, each of which mapped

ont flexibly determined observable locations. [32; 33; 34]. It allows to extend

flexibility of determining distribution to represent through one variable. It

is also extended to a model based on different type of grammars as Context

Sensitive Grammar or Tree Adjoining Grammar [48].

2.2 Benchmark Problems

Onemax Problem OneMax [49] is a benchmark problem, whose fitness

landscape is simple and smooth. It uses a fixed-length binary string as a form

of solutions and its goal is maximising the number of ones. This problem has

no deception, because a change of value of any bit always increases total fit-

ness. Because of this independence between bits, this problem is well-suitable

to independent variables based structures as PBIL learning the probability

distribution through a vector V = [A1, . . . , An] of values from {0, 1}.

Max Problem Max [50; 51] problem is a generalised version of OneMax for

GP. Its goal is finding an expression tree, meaning a mathematical function,

maximising the value of the function, given the function set I and terminal set

T. Commonly, I = {+,×} and T = {0.5}. Optimal solutions of this problem

consist of 0.5 at the leaf nodes, + at the next two depth levels, + or × at

the next level, and × at other nodes. Compared to OneMax problem, this

problem has structural constraints as the number of arguments – arity – of

functional symbols. For this reason, PIPE-like models is more suitable than

PBIL like models.
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Royal Tree Problem Royal Tree Problem is a well-known benchmark prob-

lem in Genetic Programming field [52]. This problem is relatively complex

problem because of strongly deceptive fitness landscape. In this problem, per-

fect solution is a tree in a specific shape. The tree can have different depth

size as long as it satisfies some conditions. Given depth d, the root node has

d children. its all child nodes should have d − 1 children. If this condition is

satisfied at any node of all subtrees, we call the tree to d-level tree. 1-level

tree has a root node who has only one child to have a terminal symbol. This

is a definition of target solutions. In recursive definition, a root node of d-level

tree has d d− 1-level trees as its children. Fitness function of ordinary trees is

defined in recursive way. At every node, its score is sum of the score of chil-

dren, multiplied weights depending on their conditions. If a child is a k-level

tree and its parent has k + 1 children, the score of the child is multiplied by

full bonus. If the parent has the different number of children, the score of the

child is multiplied by partial bonus. If a child is not a k-level tree, its score is

multiplied by penalty. Sum of these weight scores is the score of the parent.

If all k + 1 children of a parent are k-level trees, the sum is multiplied by

complete bonus. Total fitness of an individual is the score of its root node.

2.3 Related Works to Cause of Stochastic Bias

2.3.1 Drift Effect

Drift effect is a well-known effect originated from biology. In general, it indi-

cates a phenomenon that alleles at a gene(locus) of a chromosome converge

to a specific one while reproduction of individuals is repeated. In statistical

learning, learning probability distribution from observed individuals and gen-

erating samples from it make such drift effect. Basically, this random drift

effect caused by sampling error in generating process and its randomness. If

we repeat it, it finally converges to a specific value. This effect is purely caused

by learning and sampling, not selection.

In EDAs, we investiate drift effect, more precisely diversity loss by sam-
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pling [53]. Analysis on Chapter 5 is an extension of his analysis to PPT

representation. Details of his work follow.

Measuring Diversity Diversity are evaluated in a variety of measures. For

the purpose of evaluating drift effect, Shapiro used the trace of the empirical

covariance matrix [53]. Its advantage on his analysis is close behavior to

variance and simple computation of the rate of drift.

For comprehensibility, we uses following notations, slightly differing from

Shapiro’s definition.

• Individual p ∈ P is a member of a population of size |P |.

• g ∈ G is a gene, of which there are |G|.

• Allele a ∈ A is one of |A| possible alleles. Normally, we will assume that

there are the same number of alleles for each gene; where this is not the

case, we will use the extended notations ag and Ag.

On the notations, the empirical frequency fa
g of using allele a at gene g in a

population P defined as:

fa
g =

1

|P |

∑

p∈P

δ
(

xp
g = a

)

where xg
p is the actual allele of gene g for population member p, and δ maps

true expressions to 1 and false expressions to 0. In more complex models,

especially PPT, genes will be locations of PPT, and the values the potential

alleles at those locations. If we assume each gene has the same number of

possible alleles |A|, the diversity v may be defined as:

v =
∑

g∈G

1

|A|

∑

a∈A

fa
g

(

1− fa
g

)

In uniform distribution of all genes, this diversity v is maximised and it is

minimised when the distribution have 1.0 probabilty of a specific allele.
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Diversity Loss vs Sample Size Shapiro’s diversity measure can be repre-

sented by a covariance matrix between components (i.e. genes):

Cg1,g2 = 1
|A|

∑

a∈A{[δ (xg1 = a) δ (xg2 = a)]

−[δ (xg1 = a)][δ (xg2 = a)]}

where [x] denotes the expectation of x. In this definition, diversity v is the

trace of this covariance matrix, which is summing all diagonal elements.

This definition leads to simple evaluation of diversity change over gener-

ation, because the trace of covariance matrix follows the change of normal

variance. Following relation shows how diversity vt at generation t changes

after sampling |P | and learning from them.

vt+1 = vt

(

1−
1

|P |

)

Restrictions on EDA For more clear analysis of isolate drift effect, Shapiro

imposed three restrictions on the EDA.

• Flat Fitness Landscape: every individual has the same fitness, which

ignores effect of selection.

• Non-incremental Learning: the model learns distribution over popula-

tion observed only in current generation, which helps investigating the

effect of one loop of sampling and re-learning.

• Maximum Likelihood Estimation: Learning method is Maximum Likeli-

hood EStimation, simple and widely used approach.

Other Stochastic Diversity Loss in EDA Models Sampling drift, drift

effect, is not the only cause of diversity loss. Even in selection, diversity can

be reduced by stochastic effect. In general, strong selection make distribution

converge to good solution naturally or bad solution by deception. Beyond this

fitness-based effect, selection also includes stochastic drift, which has not been
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discussed in the EDA literature. In EDA-GPs, this effect can be exponentially

amplified in complex structure. Details are shown in Section 5.3 to 4.4.

2.3.2 Recursion and Depth Limitation

Recursion in Grammar Models Recursion is a common aspect of grammar-

based EDA-GPs from the most simplest Stochastic Grammar guided Genetic

Programming (SG-GP) to the most complex grammar like PAGE and GMPE.

Basically, grammars use derivation rules repeatedly for nonterminial symbols

until they have only terminals in a sequence. Some of rules are, however,

derives new nonterminals to derive their nonterminals again, which creates a

cycle. Stochastic Context Free Grammar as introduced in Chapter 2 inherited

the recursive aspect.

Partially, this issue is related to improper grammars in Natural language

Processing [35], however main issue is different to aspects considered in this

thesis. Its main concern was omitting real infinite tree in learning step and

its result to make total probability of individuals less than 1 [54]. In EDA-

GPs, that issue remains, but the bias concerned in Chapter 6 is associated

with depth limitation, which is a property of GP individuals. Additional

differece between two issues is that repeating learning and sampling steps can

accumulate the bias over generations, which amplifies their effect even if it is

small in one generation.

Depth Limitation in Genetic Programming Depth limitation is widely

used in GP [1] as a mean to control the size of individuals. There are many

approaches [55; 56; 57], but depth limitation is probably the most popular

method in EDA-GP and GP as well. When systems impose a limit, a key

issue is how to handle violations. The commonest methods are either to reject

over-sized trees and re-sample or to adapt sampling with a repairing process.

A repairing method can be implemented by changing distribution to select

only the productions to generate individuals satisfying the limit.
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Chapter 3

Stochastic Bias Problems

In this chapter, I will state clearly what problems to solve. Evolutionary

algorithms usually guide their search by fitness information through natural

selection process. In selection, it is inevitable interaction with the informa-

tion, but other operators as crossover is not necessary to interact with it. In

fact, usually they are independent to the information. In EDA-GPs, learn-

ing and sampling mechanisms are also such problem-independent operators.

These operators are used for obtaining benefits of diversifying combinations

of individuals and of helping analysis of behaviour, but can we believe that

those operators working properly for search? For example, what will happen

if we exclude selection operator from a general loop of EDA-GPs?

Desirable behaviour of EDA-GPs in this circumstance is not changing dis-

tribution at all, because any distribution change unrelated to the property

of applications has no guarantee to help search on solution space. It is more

likely distorting some useful information observed by selection, leading to con-

vergence to wrong solutions. Distribution change in the circumstance is called

bias in this thesis, which is the main problem to be solved. This circumstance,

problems, and conditions which we focus on are more clearly explained in this

chapter.
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3.1 Transitions of EDA-GPs

As shown in a standard EDA algorithm 2 in Chapter 2, EDAs, including EDA-

GPs have clearly disjunct algorithmic steps. The other three steps except

fitness evaluation, sampling, selection, and update, are directly involved in

distribution change. At each step, distribution is represented by a population

or a model, transferred from one to the other sequentially. We call one time

of the transferring to a transition. The sequence of transitions provide main

frames of analysing distribution change.

using notations of the Algorithm 2, we clarify transitions of EDA process

in terms of distribution change:

• Sampling Transition: Mt → Pt

• Selection Transition: Pt → St

• Update Transition: St →Mt−1

where t is a generation. We will explain the bias problem based on these

transitions.

3.2 Influential Factors

There are various factors to change distribution in the transitions.

Sampling Transition A main factor of changing distribution in this tran-

sition is sampling error. If we have infinite size of generated samples, distribu-

tion after sampling should have error, but it is computationally impossible to

use. There are many different sampling methods to reduce the gap between

two distributions, but sampling finite size of individuals are more fundamental

restriction to cause sampling error commonly. In this thesis, we use simple

Probabilistic Logic Sampling(PLS) [58] for the purpose of analysis, widely

used in EDA-GPs. This direct factor causes another effect, called to drift
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effect explained in Chapter 2, when sampling and update transition are re-

peated. It enforces distribution to converge an random outcome, rather than

just changing distribution as the sampling error.

Selection Transition Selection is an operator to cause huge distribution

change. Any selection mechanisms replace individuals of previous population

or create completely new population, depending on their fitness. This step

change distribution of components of individuals in the population. Depend-

ing on mechanisms and parameter settings, it is a normal to change whole

population, so it often changes distribution completely. This change is, how-

ever, unknown in most practical applications, and difficult to estimate even in

well-known fitness landscape because of flexibly movable regions representing

current population. For this reason, it is limited to provide generalised theory

about distribution change of selection.

Update Transition In this transition, distribution of components is moved

from a population to a model. When complexity of the model is substantially

high, it can accurately represent distribution of components of individuals in

the population. However, if a model has heuristics or insufficient complexity,

usually distribution in the population is changed, not representing the original

one.

Additional Factors Those factors are not the only causes to change dis-

tribution. For example, mutation changes components of individuals, leading

to change of distribution. Elitism enforces a population to include the best

solution at each generation. In more general, all replacement policy affect

distribution represented in a population. In the same view, generational and

steady state systems show difference. Incremental learning reduces propor-

tion of newly observed distribution, slowing down distribution change caused

by all other factors. However, these issues are optional and depends on sys-

tem design. In this thesis, we focused on more fundamental and inevitable

distribution change caused by main transitions of EDA algorithms.
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3.3 Bias and Neutrality

Distribution Change in Selection Transition Distribution change in se-

lection transitions is desirable, since the natural selection is fundamental basis

promising good performance of most evolutionary algorithms, even though

systems may find a local optimum by deceptive fitness landscape. On the

other hand, change in the other two transitions, sampling and update, are

usually irrelevant process to fitness of individuals. Therefore, the change has

no positive effect observed in selection.

Neutrality if we exclude selection from the main transitions, remaining

transitions are sampling and update. In both process, It is expected that

they do not change distribution in ideal environment, for example infinite size

of population and enough expression power of models. However, in many

EDA-GPs, distribution is changed after the two transitions, which can cause

a serious problem. We focused on analysis of factors to change distribution

in the circumstance, and define the aspect of retaining the distribution to

nuetrality. More precisely, when selection is excluded, probability distribution

of each variable of Mt have to be equal to Mt+1 learnt from Pt composed of

individuals newly generated from Mt, which we call it to neutral systems.

Problems of Nonneutral Systems Standard sampling and update pro-

cess is not incorporated with fitness information, so their behaviour is com-

pletely determined by model representation and sampling mechanisms when

previous distribution is given. Due to this property, distribution change of the

processes are independent to application problems. Intuitively, such change

without consideration of problem property is undesirable even if it may be

helpful to search in a specific condition by chance. Furthermore, it is im-

possible that specific distribution change is always beneficial whatever fitness

landscape is. When the change has preference to specific distribution, in short

or long term generations, it becomes pressure to move distribution to wrong

solutions.
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Bias Undesirable distribution change of non-neutral systems are regarded

as stochastic bias in this thesis. More precisely, the bias is difference of prob-

ability of outcomes stored in a random variable composing stochastic models

between Mt+1 and Mt, when model structure is fixed and selection is omitted.

Problems to Solve The problem to be tackled in this thesis is mis-convergence

caused by the stochastic bias. This problem is divided into two different prob-

lems depending on model representations. In PPT, it becomes a problem of

limiting scalability in PPT based models, and mis-convergence in grammar

based models. The scalability problem is an subsequent effect of fast mis-

convergence caused by drift effect, confirmed in following Chapter 5. Struc-

tural aspects of PPT amplify drift effect in deeper components exponentially,

so the components lose their diversity quickly and mis-converge to wrong so-

lutions. This mis-convergence is also intensified when the model structure size

increases, resulting in strong limitation of scalability since practical problems

have high complexity requiring equally complex and large size models.

In grammar based models, such a limitation caused by drift may also

happen in the same way, but we will point out that it can be a serious problem

in PPT-based systems, so we focus on analysis of various factors to create

stochastic bias, which are depth limitation and recursion. The two aspects

also confirmed at Chapter 6 generate the bias in both finite and infinite size

of population. The bias is strong to make huge difference in the probability

distribution, leading to convergence to wrong solutions quickly or inefficiency

of searching for perfect solutions.

Differently to well-known NP-hard problems, there was no report and anal-

ysis about the problem in EDA-GPs except our previous work [59; 60; 61]

composing main contents of this thesis. For this reason, we aim to clarify

its critical impact first before analysing and solving the problems, which is a

prerequisite problem to solve.
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Chapter 4

Critical Impact of Stochastic

Bias

4.1 Overview

Do we really need to care about the stochastic bias? Unfortunately, analysis

of EDA-GP systems in the view of neutrality has not been reported before.

There is a related work in EDAs [53], but it does not reveal the effect caused

by the bias in EDA-GPs. From preliminary theoretical analysis, we already

confirmed that the bias exists and analysed their fundamental behaviour, but

this content will be dealt with in Chapter 5. In this chapter, we more focused

on answering to above question by investigating the practical effect caused by

the bias, rather than going into deep analysis about behaviour of the bias.

The analysis is composed of two stages; one is showing unsuccessful results

of EDA-GPs compared to other systems, and the other is to confirm main cause

of the failure. To show the unsuccessful results, we selected two near-trivial

problems, a variant of OneMax and Max problems. Performance in solving the

problems are compared between PPT-based models and simple independently

structured models as a beginning model of EDAs. Analysing the suitability

of problems and diversity in various view, we confirm that the main cause of

the failure is strong diversity loss. Then, we more deeply analyse main factors
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to cause the abnormal diversity loss. As we discussed in Chapter 3, selection,

sampling, and update are all main factors to change distribution. Among

them, the change by selection is desirable and that of the other two transitions

is stochastic bias, which is not desirable. Therefore confirming the cause will

become evaluating what is the dominant factor between selection and the

others. To evaluate where the diversity loss is generated, the transitions are

tested in various ways, including empirical and mathematical proofs.

4.2 A Scheme for Empirical Analysis

4.2.1 Overview of Fundamentals

In this chapter, we design experiments to show serious problems of EDA-GPs.

We show the bad performance of PPT-based EDA-GPs and confirm its serious

diversity loss problems. At the end of analysis, we prove that its main cause

is stochastic drift.

In the experiments, we investigate PPT-based EDA-GPs, especially PIPE-

like structure by comparison with a PBIL model using independent assumption

on its components. In this comparison, we aim to show structural effects of

PPT. These two models are tested on simple problems, a variant of OneMax

problem supposed to be more suitable to the PBIL and Max problem suitable

to PPT, which are introduced at Section 2.2. To provide an overall benchmark

for performance, we also compare them with grammar-guided GP system.

Based on these experiments, we deeply analyse their behaviour in terms of

diversity later.

In full specification of this experimental set-up, we need a slightly different

tableau to standard in general GP as following list:

1. Probability model and its representation

2. EDA algorithm choices

3. Experimental parameter setting
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4. Genotype representation

5. Fitness evaluation

6. Fitness evaluation for the benchmark problems

The probability model structure differs between benchmark problems, which

we intended for comparison. For two problems, we use different semantics and

fitness function. Other aspects are the same for both.

These components are designed for focusing on comparison of different

model structures, eliminating confusing factors and disentangling the drift

effect. For the more simple view, we divided them into two groups, system-

related settings(1, 2, 3 in the list) and problem-related settings(4, 5, 6) ex-

plained in more detail at following sections. Detail parameters are summarised

in Table 4.2, 4.3, 4.4.

4.2.2 System Setting

Genotype Representation In both problems, genotype is a string consti-

tuting of 15 input variables, denoted by X1, . . . ,X15. Each variable of the

string is mapped to a specific node in a binary tree representation whose links

are specified by following mapping:

left child (Xi) = Xi×2

righ child (Xi) = Xi×2+1 (4.1)

Table 4.1: Grammar for Max/OneMax Problems

T1 → T2 L T2 L → +
T2 → T3 L T3 L → ×
T3 → T4 L T4 L → 0.5
T4 → L

The corresponding grammar for the GGGP system is shown Table 4.1.
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Probability Model and its Representation The above genotype struc-

ture and its corresponding tree representation is used to learn two stochastic

models: the linear form of independent structure as PBIL and tree form as

PPT. In more detail:

• The Independent Model: this model is a vector whose elements are 15

independent probability tables. Each table is regarded as a discrete ran-

dom variable, and its outcomes are three alleles, +, ×, and 0.5. Each

variable is mapped to an observable location(gene) in the linear chromo-

some and its tree representation.

• The PPT Model: this model is a full binary tree containing an inde-

pendent probability table at each node; each table has three possible

values as above. Following the mapping rules, it can learn probability

distribution from linear chromosome and tree individuals.

In both structures, probability tables are all independent variables, how-

ever the PPT creates a non-probabilisitic dependence, discussed in Sec-

tion 5.2.

EDA System We will select two simple EDA systems, using the same sys-

tem configuration except their model representation. Their structural prop-

erty in the EDA process, especially sampling, will be theoretically analysed in

Section 5.3. Detail setting of each step is:

• Selection: We used truncation selection. After fitness evaluation, the top

λ percent of individuals are selected. Various λ is set from 10% to 100%

in order to investigate the balance of the effects caused by sampling and

selection.

• Model Update: The model structure is fixed for whole evolution. It only

learns probabilities in each variable. Population for updating probabil-

ities is selected from the sampled population at the present generation

without any remaining individuals from previous generations as elitism.
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To investigate the effect of one cycle of sampling and selection, we ex-

cluded using stored probability distribution directly for updating the

variables(non-incremental learning). Model learns distribution from in-

dividuals by Maximum Likelihood estimation.

• Sampling: we used Probabilistic Logic Sampling (PLS) [58], a widely

used method in EDA-GP systems.

We note that restricted techniques on each step are used in realistic EDAs,

slowing down the effects of sampling and selection. This issue will discussed

later.

Table 4.2: Parameter Settings for Experiments: Common Parameters

Common Prameters

Genotype string mapped to tree
Length 15
Values +,×, 0.5

Population 50
Generations 200
Runs 30

Table 4.3: Parameter Settings for Experiments: EDA Parameters

EDA Parameters

Selection Truncation
Ratios 0.1, . . . , 1.0

Update Max.Likelihood
Sampling PLS
Structure independent

PPT

Experimental Parameter Settings Experiments are solving Max and

OneMax problems by indepenent structure and PPT-based EDAs. We fixed

most of parameters as 50 population size and 200 generations, except changing
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Table 4.4: Parameter Settings for Experiments: GGGP Parameters

GGGP Prameters

Selection Tournament
Size 5

Cross.prob 0.5
Mut.Prob 0.5
Reproduction Generational

selection ratio from 10% to 100% at a 10 % interval. To obtain statistically

stable results, each experiment was run 30 times.

4.2.3 Problem Setting

In analysis of Chapter 4, we examine impact of EDA-GP with the PPT repre-

sentation. However we need an independent performance benchmark: if EDA-

GP performs poorly, perhaps the problem is too hard. We need to compare

with a GP system. This is trivial for the Max problem, which was designed

with GP in mind. However it is difficult to make a fair comparison on OneMax

with a standard GP, because the natural encoding into EDA-GP doesn’t fully

satisfy the problem restrictions: GP would be searching a different solution

space. For fairness, we use Grammar Guided GP (GGGP) [9], specifically

Ross’ DCTG-GP [10], which can satisfy the same constraints.

Fitness Evaluation and Adaptation to Models: Max Probelm Fit-

ness evaluation of individuals is a recursive process in the Max problem. In

an individual, each node has one allele mapping to a semantics(+,×, or con-

stant). From the leaves of the tree, each node creates an output by calculating

their fitness from the outputs of its children and the mapped semantics. Total

fitness value of this individual is the output of root node, and this problem

aim to maximise it. For instance, if we limit maximum depth of trees to 3,

a perfect individual in the solution space is composed of × or + at the root

node, + for internal nodes, and 0.5 for all leaf nodes, returning 4 as total

fitness from the root node. We allow to use + and × at leaf nodes, but they
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can not have the children, so calculation is unnecessary. We set their fitness

to zero.

In learning a model from those individuals, PPT can use them directly

for updating models, because both have a tree representation satisfying the

same structural constraints. On the other hand, the PBIL learns from linear

chromosomes corresponding to trees defined by our genotype representation.

In this step, the PBIL fixes the size of individuals, generating full tree individ-

uals even though a part of the tree is meaningless. We simply ignore the value

of the part in fitness evaluation for the purpose of analysis. For example, an

output of a subtree is ignored if the root of the subtree has a constant symbol.

Fitness Evaluation and its Adaptation to Models: A Variant of One-

Max The original OneMax problem maximises the number of 1s in all bits.

Because its simple fitness calculation summing all 1s, it creates extremely sim-

ple and smooth fitness landscape without local optima. This simpleness of the

landscape remains in use of different symbol sets, if the local fitness order of the

symbols are consistent with total fitness order. We use a variant of OneMax

problem changing symbol set, instead of simple bit strings. Changed symbol

set is I = {+,×, 0.5}, replacing 0, 1. The fitness of each symbol is different to

Max problem. Depending on locations, fitness of each symbol becomes 0 or 1.

The goal of this problem is to maximise the sum of the fitness of symbols for

all locations. Perfect individuals are shown as specific strings composed of the

symbols. Selecting fitness for each symbol in different locations for the perfect

solution is just a matter of syntactics, not changing fitness landscape. For

this reason, we just selected the same symbols used for the perfect solution of

Max problems, even though two problems have substantially different fitness

landscape.

More precisely, we design a fitness function for this problem from defining

groups of locations :

L1 = {X1}

L2 = {Xi} 2 ≤ i ≤ 7
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L3 = {Xi} 8 ≤ i ≤ 15 (4.2)

Actual fitness function is defined separately for each group:

f (X) =
∑15

i=1 floc (Xi) (4.3)

where

floc (Xi) =























1 if Xi = × and Xi ∈ L1

1 if Xi = + and Xi ∈ L2

1 if Xi = 0.5 and Xi ∈ L3

0 else

In this problem, a symbol with fitness 1 always increases total fitness consis-

tently, so its fitness landscape is still smooth, and has no local optima.

For the PBIL structure, this problem is completely suitable, because ob-

servable locations are independent of each other. However using this repersen-

tation for the PPT is more complex. One aim of this problem is to compare

the PBIL with PPT, and their main difference is incoporation with structural

constraints. If any internal node selects 0.5 in generating an individual, fol-

lowing descendents are not sampled, because 0.5 is terminal. In this case, we

allocate a fitness of 0 to the non-sampled nodes. Disadvantage of the PPT for

this problem is losing a chance to learn from this non-sampled nodes.

4.3 Critical Limits of Performance

OneMax Results In the variant of OneMax problem, the PBIL and PPT

have the same perfect solution, but comparing their fitness for non-optimal

individuals has a problem. Because we set 0 for the non-sampled nodes of tree

individuals in the PPT, non-optimal individuals for the PPT have different

fitness to the PBIL. Randomly generated individuals from the model, regarded

as sampling from uniform distribution for all locations, have chance to select

fitness of 1 by 1/3 at each location in the PBIL. However, nodes of the PPT

loses the chance when their parents select 0.5. For this reason, expected fitness
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Figure 4.1: Adjusted Best Fitness vs Generation for OneMax Problem Variant
(the percentage shown in the legend is the selection ratio)
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of individuals of the PBIL is close to 5 in the sampling environment, and the

PPT has lower expected fitness differently depending on their locations. In all

evolutionary process, we use the fitness calculated from our defined function,

so non-sampled nodes have no influence on behaviour of the PPT. However,

in plotting, we compensate by awarding 1/3 to all non-sampled nodes in the

PPT treatment. We call this to ’adjusted fitness’.

The results of the performance of two models at various selection ratio is

shown in Fig. 4.1. For providing baseline of performance, we also put a plot

of GGGP. All plots show the mean best fitness, averaged over the 30runs,

against generation. We tested the performance for various selection ratio with

10% interval, but we show only a part of the ratio(10, 40, 80, 90, 100%), fully

representative of the other results.

In GGGP, results show that this problem is very easy to solve, because

all runs found perfect solution with 100% chance in 14.3 ± 4.1 generations

implying low computational resource. In comparison of the PPT and the

PBIL, the first point to note is more sampling drift effect of the PPT. This

is shown in the results of 100% selection ratio, where sampling drift is the

only effect to change fitness. Because of drift effect, both systems converge

to a non-optimal solutions after many generations, but the PPT shows faster

decrease. It implies that the drift effect is stronger, so it rapidly converges to a

solution. This fast convergence are shown in different form of influence in more

normal setting including selection. In the results of the other selection ratio,

we see that the PPT show worse performance. Even in the optimum selection

ratio 40%, performance is slightly lower. In the near-trivial fitness landscape,

selection positively behave to increase probability of perfect solutions, whereas

sampling drift counteracts to that by selecting random direction. However, this

result show that effect by strong sampling drift of the PPT appears even at

the optimum selection ratio. In 40% ratio, this difference is not much strong

to gaurantee the argument, but all the other ratios show faster convergence

to sub-optimal solutions. Final mean best fitness is shown for each parameter

setting in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.2: Best Fitness vs Generation for the Max Problem (the percentage
shown in the legend is the selection ratio)
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Table 4.5: Final Generation Mean Best Value
(ρ: Selection Ratio)

OneMax Variant Max

ρ PBIL PPT PBIL PPT
(%) (mean± std)

10 14.63 ± 0.66 13.97 ± 0.71 2.87 ± 0.56 2.38 ± 0.65
20 14.93 ± 0.25 14.60 ± 0.61 3.23 ± 0.44 2.77 ± 0.53
30 15.00 ± 0.00 14.73 ± 0.51 3.22 ± 0.53 2.88 ± 0.57
40 15.00 ± 0.00 14.83 ± 0.37 3.32 ± 0.54 2.88 ± 0.60
50 15.00 ± 0.00 14.77 ± 0.42 3.12 ± 0.56 2.78 ± 0.62
60 15.00 ± 0.00 14.47 ± 0.81 3.10 ± 0.47 2.59 ± 0.62
70 15.00 ± 0.00 13.97 ± 0.91 2.77 ± 0.59 2.54 ± 0.71
80 14.73 ± 0.51 13.12 ± 1.45 2.48 ± 0.68 2.33 ± 0.60
90 13.93 ± 1.00 10.87 ± 2.34 1.83 ± 0.76 1.78 ± 0.56
100 5.10 ± 2.02 5.00 ± 1.42 0.48 ± 0.48 0.51 ± 0.32

GP 15.00 ± 0.0 4.00 ± 0.0

Max Results The complexity of Max problem is higher than the variant of

OneMax problem. In the result of GGGP, perfect solutions are found in 15.1±

3.9 generations, about 5% slower than for the variant of OneMax problem,

but it still found the solutions with 100%. In comparison of EDAs, their

performance is subtantially worse than the variant of OneMax, as shown in

Fig. 4.2. They can not find perfect solution whose fitness is 4.0. This result is

somewhat expected, since we restricted mechanisms as elitism, mutation, and

incremental learning to weaken drift effect, which enforce systems to be more

eager to learn. In case of the PBIL, the model can not represent dependence

between components, which exists in Max problem, so the bad performance

by deceptive fitness landscape is well understood. For this reason, this system

is less suitable than PPT. The point we mainly focusing on is the behaviour

of the PPT compared to the PBIL performance. Recalling that the Max

problem is designed as a specific GP problem, it seems that it should be fitter

to the PPT model than the PBIL, because at least the PPT model reprsent

structural constraints. However, suprisingly, the performance of PPT is far
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worse than that of the PBIL. When there is no selection pressure, both systems

convergnig to very low fitness, showing similar sampling drift. In high selection

ratio(80%), the difference of performance of two systems are radically different

to that of low selection ratio(10, 40, 60%), Overall results, the PPT shows

much worse performance even in the optimum selection ratio 40%. More

precisely, the mean best fitness acheived is 3.4 in with the PBIL and 2.7 with

the PPT. This result is reverse of what we expect, given suitability of this

Max problem to the PPT model.

Analysis The PPT representation shows lower performance in overall ex-

periments compared to the PBIL. In solving the Max problem more suitable

to the PPT, the performance decreases seriously. The results with 100%selec-

tion ratio is likely to be caused by sampling drift. Probabilistic dependence is

known to result in amplification of sampling drift [53] and perhaps crisp de-

pendence in the PPT will also occur it. This sampling drift is associated with

diversity loss of the population, converging to a random allele. If this effect is

so strong, before we find better solutions, it converges to wrong solutions and

fails to find perfect solutions. To confirm this hypothesis about main factor of

this poor performance in the PPT, we investigated diversity in the experiment

more deeply.

4.4 Strong Diversity Loss

On the hypothesis, we evaluated diversity in the view of a population and a

model. Additionally, we theoretically analysed PPT, and found the possibility

that it can cause serious problems of amplifying sampling drift. For this reason,

we evaluate diversity for 100% selection ratio, which implies that distribution

is purely caused by sampling drift without intervention of selection. The

theoretical analysis will be discussed at Chapter 5.

Population Diversity To evaluate diversity of a population, we measured

its phenotypic entropy, which may be calculated by the equation 4.4. It re-
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Figure 4.3: Entropy of Population vs Generation (ind: independent (PBIL)
structure; PPT: PPT structure)

gards a partition E of the population P as a variable, each partition including

individuals with indentical phenotypes.

H (P ) = −
∑

e∈E
|e|
|P | × log2

(

|e|
|P |

)

(4.4)

The result of entropy evaluation is shown in Fig. 4.3. Both problems, in fact,

has no difference, because selection ratio is 100%. In the result, we see faster

decrease of entropy in the PPT model, esepcially for the first 20 generations.

The early period is the most productive phase of evolution for 200 generations,

implying strong influence of diversity loss. A population of the PPT-based sys-

tem lost most of diversity in the short time, and hence it is concentrated in

small sub-regions of solution space. This strong diversity loss only caused by

sampling is highly probable to affect performance even in incorporation with

selection, because the EDA can have a population losing diversity substan-

tially even before applying selection. In that case, the population converges to

a wrong sub-region randomly, irrelavant to their fitness and not gauranteeing

better results. This sampling-caused convergence in early generations, imply-

ing strong diversity loss at each generation, raises an hypothesis that sampling
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drift can be a main factor of strong diversity loss.

Model Diversity After confirming the strong diversity loss of the PPT

in the view of population, we can evaluate that in the view of the model.

To evaluate it, we measured entropy of the models at each generation and

Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) [62] between generations for more general

conclusion about diversity loss.

H (Mt) =
∑

mg∈Mt

∑

v∈V (mg)

p (mg = v) log2p (mg = v) (4.5)

Equation 4.5 shows how we calculate entropy. mg is a random variable in a

model Mt, and V (mg) is a set of alleles equally used for all mg. Total entropy

is obviously showing the similar results to the phenotypic entropy. In this

investigation, we more focused on confirming structural influence on diversity

loss, so we evaluated averaged entropy of a variable by the number of variables

on the same depth. The results of comparison of the entropy between the PPT

and the PBIL is shown in Fig. 4.4. (as before, tree individuals are mapped to

linear chrmosome by the equation 4.1 for the PBIL structure).
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Figure 4.4: Mean Internal Model Entropy vs Generation
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We see that the PBIL structure shows no difference between depth. On

the other hand, the PPT loses diversity more rapidly at deeper depth, and

this difference of loss monotonically increases with the depth.

DKL (Mt|Mt−1) =
∑

mg∈M

DKL

(

mt
g|m

t−1
g

)

=
∑

mg∈M

∑

v∈V (mg)

p
(

mt
g = v

)

×log2(
p
(

mt
g = v

)

p
(

mt−1
g = v

)) (4.6)
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Figure 4.5: Mean KL–Divergence for Successive Generations

The result of evaluation of KLD between generations are calculated by

equation 4.6. mt
g is a random variable, storing distribution of possible values to

select at node g at time t (i.e. in the model Mt). KLD is a measure to evaluate

difference between two distribution rather than diversity of a distribution, so it

may be regarded as more direct measure of distribution change. Fig. 4.5 shows

the result of KLD splitted by depth and averaged by the number of variables

as the above entropy. Here we confirm that distribution change is far stronger
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in the PPT than the PBIL, and amplified in deeper depth. It supports the

argument that structural aspect are seriously changing distribution, resutling

in diversity loss.

From the all results of diversity analysis, we confirm that divresity loss

is stronger in the PPT first, and diversity loss are amplified by the depth

in the PPT. More importantly, this all divresity loss are occuring purely by

sampling, which is far away to expected behaviour. Even though these results

support the argument that sampling drift is the main factor of worse perfor-

mance in the PPT, it is still possible that selection mainly causes the diversity

loss. To confirm it, we investigate distribution change very sophisticatedly by

evaluation of each transition, sampling and sepection separately.

4.5 Doninant Cause: Stochastic Bias

4.5.1 System Behaviour in Infinite Population

We again used the Max problem as our test-bed, using the same experimental

settings as in Section 4.2 except for the population size. To simulate sam-

pling of an infinite population, we used the model probabilities directly as the

relative sample frequencies, then applied truncation selection to generate the

selected population frequencies. All other parameters and algorithm details

were as in section 4.2.

Results Plotting the results for comparison with those of Section 4.2 im-

mediately raises a difficulty: if we simply plot the probability of finding a

solution in a given generation, we will get a useless plot, since right from the

first generation, the probability that an infinite population will contain an ex-

act solution is 1.0. So in Fig. 4.6, we instead plot the cumulative probability

that a member of the population is a correct solution to the Max problem.

Conversely, with our small finite populations, in Section 4.2, finding perfect

solutions is sufficiently rare that plotting this probability would yield us lines

indistinguishable from constant 0.0. Thus we are forced to compare different
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Figure 4.6: Probability of Generating Perfect Solution vs Generation for Infi-
nite Population

quantities, and this should be borne in mind. Nevertheless, in Fig. 4.6 we are

immediately struck by one important fact: once sampling drift is removed,

the PPT model performs substantially better (i.e. converges upon the perfect

solution) much faster than the PBIL model, as we originally anticipated would

be the case with finite populations. While it does not form a watertight case,

this certainly increases the suspicion that sampling drift is a key problem for

the PPT model.

4.5.2 Diversity in Finite Population

Results of Diversity Analysis Algorithm 2 from Chapter 2 cyclically up-

dates three probability/frequency distributions: Mt, the PPT model distribu-

tion; P ∗
t , the frequency distribution of components in Pt, the population that

we sampled from Mt; and S∗
t , the corresponding distribution from the selected

population St. For each of these distributions, we can calculate the probabil-

ity that, if we sampled directly from this distribution, the resulting sample

would be a perfect solution (since we know the perfect solutions). Of course

the quantity we are interested in is the change in these probabilities. That is,
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(a) Sampling (b) Selection

Figure 4.7: Change in Probability of Perfect Solutions vs Generation (Suc-
cessful Runs)

(a) Sampling (b) Selection

Figure 4.8: Change in Probability of Perfect Solutions vs Generation (Unsuc-
cessful Runs)
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we are interested to know how the probability of generating a perfect solution

changes, as we move from Mt to Pt (sampling), from Pt to St (selection), and

from St to Mt+1 (model learning). With the model-learning process we are

using here, the last step will yield no change, so we concentrate on the changes

in probability with selection and with sampling.

As might be anticipated, the change in probability of generating a solution

behaves rather differently in successful and unsuccessful runs, so we plotted the

two kinds of runs separately. Successful runs are fairly rare with our parameter

settings, so that the ’successful’ graphs (Fig. 4.7) are rather sparse; we omitted

selection ratios that did not successfully find solutions. On the other hand, we

were able to accumulate a lot of information about unsuccessful runs, resulting

in the 3-D plots shown in Fig. 4.8.

• In Successful Runs: We see that although most selection steps give no

change in the probability of generating a correct solution, a quite large

number of selection steps do give positive changes, and when they occur,

they are quite substantial. While the sampling step generates negative

changes, they are small in scale relative to the positive changes, and

slightly outweighed by the positive changes resulting from sampling.

• Unsuccessful Runs: show a completely different pattern. All changes in

probability are much smaller. The negative changes due to sampling are

of slightly larger scale than the positive changes due to selection, and

dwarf the rare positive changes resulting from sampling.

Based on these observations, the probability changes due to sampling seems

to be the main cause of failure. Nevertheless, because of the huge difference

in scale between the plots of successful and unsuccessful runs, there remains

a doubt. The behaviour we see in Fig. 4.8 could be simply obscured by the

scale in Fig. 4.7. Perhaps the two behaviours are largely the same, except for

the occurrence of some rare events which tilt the balance toward success or

failure.

However we do know something more: in almost all runs, the probability

of a perfect solution converges – to either 1.0 (for successful runs) or 0.0.
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From Fig. 4.7, we can get some idea of what happens when convergence to

this solution occurs (more data would be hard to come by without enormous

numbers of runs). On the other hand, it is not at all clear what happens in

failing runs. Do they fail mostly because of stochastic drift, or because of some

other effect (for example, selection under deceptive conditions)?

4.5.3 Optimal Solution Loss

To further clarify this, we focused on changes in the probability of finding

a perfect solution, to try to determine the extent to which negative changes

were due to stochastic sampling effects, or instead the result of misleading

information in selection. Since detailed analysis was required, we increased

the number of runs in this analysis to 200 (rather than the 30 of the previous

analyses), then sub-selected the unsuccessful runs for analysis.

We first investigated changes in pt, the probability of sampling an optimal

allele for vg – the value of a variable mg at node g of the model at time

t, Mt. Since we are interested in mis-convergence, we included mg in our

analysis if this probability reduces to zero within the 200 generations of each

run. However we excluded cases where the mis-convergence was due to a

parent’s prior mis-convergence. For such variables, we accumulated data for all

transitions in probability leading up to the loss of the possibility of finding the

optimal solution. Since we were particularly interested in the final elimination

of this possibility, we normalised by the probability, so that overall so that our

indicator was given by equation 4.7:

Dt =
(pt+1 − pt)

pt
(4.7)

We divided our observations into five classes based on the value of Dt,

as shown in Table 4.6. We focused on class StrongNeg because it indicates

transitions that have particularly contributed to loss of the optimal solution.

Fig. 4.9 shows histograms, for the two stages (sampling and selection) sep-

arately, and combined together, and for different selection ratios, of the proba-

bility transition classes. For sampling, the selection ratio has limited effect on
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Table 4.6: Probability Transition Classes

Class Dt Range

StrongNeg [-1,-0.6)
Negative [-0.6,-0.2)
Neutral [-0.2,0.2)
Positive [0.2,0.6)
StrongPos [0.6,∞)

(a) Sampling (b) Selection (c) Sampling and Selection

Figure 4.9: Histograms of Probability Transition Classes for Various Selection
Ratios
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the histogram: most sampling steps have a neutral effect on the probability,

and more transitions are negative than positive (though the StrongNeg class

increases in frequency as the selection ratio increases). On the other hand, for

selection the StrongNeg class dominates for low selection ratios (i.e. stringent

selection), becoming rapidly less important as the selection ratio rises, and

with the neutral class dominating for high selection ratios.

Figure 4.10: Frequency of Transition to Zero Probability of Finding Perfect
Solution

Fig. 4.10 further clarifies this relationship. It shows the frequency with

which the probability of generating a perfect solution transitions to zero at the

sampling or selection stage. While the sampling step dominates for selection

ratios above 70%, for lower selection ratios – including the best for this problem

– the selection step dominates. Without further analysis, this would seem fatal

for our enterprise, of analysing the poor behaviour of PPT models on this

problem as a result of stochastic drift. Perhaps, after all, the poor behaviour

is merely because this problem has a tough fitness landscape, poorly suited to

the specific EDA algorithm.

However this is not the end of the matter. Even though the final transition

to zero probability may occur during selection, perhaps this is only possible

because of a preceding decrease in sample size due to sampling. We now study
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the process of loss of the perfect solution in further detail, to determine what

is the ultimate cause of this loss.

4.5.4 Dominance of Stochastic Bias

Stochastic Drift and Mis-Convergence In an evolutionary system, loss

of diversity at a location occurs through the reduction in (relative) frequency

of some alleles and the increase of others. When this occurs during sampling,

it is directly the result of stochastic mechanisms; however the case is more

complex in selection.

To better understand this, we consider the dependence of the allele on its

context (the values in the rest of the tree, excluding that allele). Specifically,

when a non-optimal allele increases in (relative) frequency during selection,

the cause might be:

1. Definitely Stochastic: In any given context, the allele is less fit than

other alleles in the same context, but it just happens to be evaluated in

contexts where it appears more fit, whereas its competitors are evaluated

in contexts where they are less fit

2. Deceptive Selective: On average, over all contexts under a given distri-

bution, the allele is more fit, so it is selected because of that greater

fitness even though, for the specific context of the optimum, it is less fit

than the optimal allele

3. Uncertain: Although the allele is less fit on average, there are contexts

in which it is more fit, so it is uncertain whether the selection is due to

deception, or is purely stochastic

Since it would be difficult, to distinguish the latter two cases experimentally,

we concentrate on distinguishing the former. Of course, its probability will

increase monotonically as the size of the selection pool decreases. Thus as the

sample size at a location decreases with depth due to the previously-described

processes, perhaps the stochastic effects during selection increase so much as
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to overwhelm the selective effects. We now present a theoretical basis on which

we can evaluate this.

A run of our PIPE-based EDA can terminate in any one of three states:

1. With all probability tables converged to a correct solution

2. With some probability table converged to the extent that the correct

solution has probability zero (i.e. the system cannot subsequently find

a correct solution)

3. Neither of the above

In fact, in all our experimental runs, the third case did not arise – the prob-

ability table was always either converged to a correct solution (a relatively

rare case) or at least one component was converged so at to exclude a correct

solution.

So it is of interest to analyse this process of exclusion of the correct solution

from the probability table: how did this occur? In particular, we are interested

to know whether, when this convergence occurred, could it have been due to

some form of deception, or was it due simply to stochastic effects?

Context and Definitions We assume a fixed-size genotype (g1, . . . , gn)

over an n-dimensional domain ~D = D1×. . .×Dn (of course, the PPT genotype

is an example). We also assume a fixed (maximising) fitness function F : ~D →

R.

We first introduce some notation. Given a vector of alleles

~a = (a1, . . . , ai, . . . , an) ∈ D (4.8)

~a : a′i = (a1, . . . , a
′
i, . . . , an) ∈ D (4.9)

where a′i is an allele at gene gi

Definition Allele a1 at gene gi dominates allele a2 iff for all contexts ~a ∈ D,

we have inequality 4.10:

F (~a : a1) ≥ F (~a : a2) (4.10)
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We can extend this definition to sets of alleles: a set A1 ⊆ A of the alleles at

gene g dominates another A2 ⊂ A iff every allele in A1 dominates every allele

in A2.

Dominance is important in separating the effects of stochastic drift and se-

lection in truncation selection. Consider a set of alleles that is dominated

by its complement. If the relative frequency of these alleles increases during

selection, we can be certain that this increase was due to stochastic effects.

It could not be due to selective advantage, because no matter what is the

current distribution over contexts, the dominant set will have an advantage

during selection. We formalise this next.

Dominance and Truncation Selection

Theorem 4.5.1. Assume a fixed function F : ~D → R and a set of alleles A1

at gene gi. Suppose that Ai is dominated by its complement ∁(Ai). Given some

fixed distribution D over ~D (independent over the locations 1, . . . , n), if we take

two samples, ~r = (r1, . . . , rn) and ~q = (q1, . . . , qn), under the constraint that

ri ∈ Ai and qi ∈ ∁(Ai), then the probability that F (~r) ≤ F (~q) is at least 0.5.

Informally, we are saying that if we fix location i in one case to a dominated

value, and the other to a dominant value, then sample, the probability that

the latter will be fitter than the former is at least 0.5.

Proof. The proof is by a simple matching argument. Consider any case where

F (~r) > F (~q). We compare ~q : ri and ~r : qi. By the definition of domination,

F (~q : ri) ≤ F (~q) < F (~r) ≤ F (~r : qi), Since D is fixed, p(~q : ri) = p(~q), and

p(~r : qi) = p(~r), so that p(~q : ri) ∗ p(~r : qi) = p(~q) ∗ p(~r) – that is, for every

case where ri ’wins’ over qi, there is an equally probable case where qi wins

over ri. The sum over the former case therefore cannot exceed that over the

latter, so the probability of the latter is at least 0.5.

Corollary 4.5.2. Suppose that in the above circumstances we have a pop-

ulation P independently sampled under D, containing an individual ~r with
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ri ∈ Ai. Suppose that this population is truncation-selected with selection ra-

tio s. The probability that ~r is selected is at most s.

Remark: the importance of dominance lies in removing dependence, in the

conclusion, on the distribution D.

Dominance in the Max Problem The above discussion points up the

importance of the deepest layers in the PPT tree for analysis of the Max

problem. In these layers, there are useful dominance relations. We first note

that the fitness of each of the three alleles is monotonic non-decreasing in its

arguments over the relevant range, non-negative numbers (this is degenerately

true for the allele 0.5, since its value is independent of its arguments). Thus in

this problem domain, in determining whether one allele at a specific location

dominates another, we need only consider the subtrees rooted at that location.

In the deepest layer, the optimal allele {0.5} dominates its complement

{+,×}, since both alternatives have the value 0.0.

In the next layer, {×} is dominated by {0.5,+}, since the only way it can

have a non-zero value is if both children are sampled as 0.5, and in that case,

both 0.5 and + generate higher values (0.5 and 1.0 respectively).

We can view any EDA as operating on a sequence of (sets of) probability

tables: the normalised frequency tables resulting from sampling and selection,

and the probability tables comprising the updated model. In the analysis of

this section, we focus particularly on the selection steps, and specifically on

selection transitions in this sequence where the unexpected occurs: despite

selection pressure, the probabilities of dominant values decrease. Specifically,

we are interested in the probabilities of such events: the probability that

a specific kind of transition in the probability tables occurs. In particular,

we wish to compare the probability that such an event might occur under

truncation selection with the probability that it might occur through a purely

random selection of a sub-population of the same size.

We compare truncation selection with a selection ratio of s with random

selection with the same selection ratio.
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Corollary 4.5.3. In the Max problem, for the deepest tree layer, consider

transitions where, in the normalised frequency table for a specific location, the

probability value for the optimum allele (0.5) decreases. The probability of this

occurring is bounded above by the probability of its occurrence through random

selection.

Corollary 4.5.4. In the Max problem, for the second deepest layer, consider

transitions where, in the normalised frequency table for a specific location, the

probability value for the dominated allele (×) increases. The probability of this

occurring is bounded above by the probability of its occurrence through random

selection.

Corollary 4.5.5. In the Max problem, for the deepest tree layer, the probabil-

ity that the optimum value (0.5) is eliminated in our EDA truncation selection

is bounded above by the probability of its elimination in an algorithm where

truncation selection is replaced by random selection.

Corollary 4.5.6. In the Max problem, for the second deepest layer, the prob-

ability that the dominant allele set ({+, 0.5} is eliminated by truncation se-

lection is bounded above by the probability of its elimination in an algorithm

where truncation selection is replaced by random selection.

The proofs of Corollaries 4.5.5 and 4.5.6 are by induction over the transi-

tions of the probability tables.

The important consequence is that in the Max problem, truncation se-

lection at the deepest layer locations acts no worse, in eliminating optimal

solutions, than random sampling at the same locations – that is, any loss of

optimal solutions will be no worse than would occur through sampling drift in

sample sizes of the same size as the truncation-selected population. A similar

case holds for the next deepest layer: if we see convergence to the dominated

value × under truncation selection at a certain rate, we can use this to es-

timate the rate that we would see such convergence under random selection

(i.e. sampling) of the same size: it is a biased estimator, but guaranteed to

under-estimate.
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While these cases are not strictly the result of the sampling step, they

are still instances of stochastic drift. The optimal solution is not being lost

because of the complexities of the fitness function. It is being lost simply

because sampling is reducing the population size on which selection is acting

to such an extent that stochastic drift dominates over selection pressure, even

in the selection step.

We note that the above analysis is independent of the particular model at

time t. The model Mt serves to define the fixed distribution D, which as we

showed, does not affect the analysis.

The situation in shallower levels of the tree is much more complex, so we

omit them from the analysis. Fortunately, in the event, convergence at these

locations is rare (as would be expected if, as we claim, dependence-amplified

stochastic drift is such a strong force), so that omitting them has little effect

on the strength of our conclusions.

Figure 4.11: Histograms of Convergence of Runs due to Sampling and Selection

Empirically Estimating Stochastic Drift We categorised the behaviour

of the system using the following logic. First, the system might fail to converge

at all (this case never occurred in any of our runs). Second, the system might

successfully converge to the optimal value at every location in the PPT model.

Third some location in the PPT model might converge to the extent that
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the optimal value is eliminated at that location (so that the system could

never find an optimal solution). We tabulated the first occasion on which

this occurred.1 In the latter case, we further subdivided the cases according

as the convergence occurred in sampling or in selection; in the latter case,

according to the location at which the convergence occurred; and in the event

that it occurred at the second-bottom layer, according to the proportion of

dominated and non-dominated values that remained. In more detail, the ten

cases (as shown in Fig. 4.11) were:

1. Unconverged (this case did not, in fact, occur in any of our runs)

2. Successful convergence (at all 15 locations in the PPT tree) to the opti-

mal value

3. Convergence during selection, at the top or second layer

4. Convergence during selection, at the second bottom layer, to purely the

non-dominated value (0.5)

5. Convergence during selection, at the second bottom layer, to a majority

of non-dominated (0.5) over dominated (×) values

6. Convergence during selection, at the second bottom layer, to equal num-

bers of non-dominated (0.5) and dominated (×) values

7. Convergence during selection, at the second bottom layer, to a majority

of dominated (×) over non-dominated (0.5) values

8. Convergence during selection, at the second bottom layer, to purely the

dominated value (×)

9. Convergence during selection, at the bottom layer

10. Convergence during sampling

1This situation might arise at more than one location in the PPT model at the same
time; in such cases, we allocated the cases pro-rata to the different categories
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Each selection ratio was tabulated in this way over 30 runs.

The results in Fig. 4.11 show just how strong the effect of stochastic drift

is. Even when selection is as stringent as 10%, the effect of stochastic drift

certainly exceeds 67% (the first three components of the histogram). When we

include, as we reasonably may, half of the effect from the next three layers, the

cases that are highly likely to be due to stochastic drift exceed 73% of all runs.

Even this may be an underestimate, since we are only counting the cases we

can be certain of. In summary, it is possible that deception interacting with

the PPT structure may account for a proportion of the failed runs, but the

vast majority are due to stochastic drift. In the better-performing selection

ratios, around 40− 50%, the proportion of runs which fail due to deception is

well under 10%.

4.6 Summary

Conclusions In this chapter, we showed the impact of the bias, which is

critical EDA-GPs to restrict searching for perfect solutions. For this analysis,

we conducted two stages of analysis, confirming unsuccessful EDA-GPs and

investigating its main cause.

Results of a variant of OneMax and Max problems showed that EDA-GPs

can fail to find perfect solutions. The comparison with other systems including

PBIL to solve the problems provided evidences of negative effects of the PPT

representation. In solving the Max problem, the worse performance of the

PPT becomes a more critical issue, because simple fitness landscape of the

Max problem and suitability of the PPT representation. In the investigation

of diversity in the view of a population and a model, the results consistently

showed that the PPT-based system loses diversity more rapidly than the PBIL.

In more detail analysis, this loss of variables was amplified by their depth,

which implies a connection of structural factor to the strong diversity loss.

More importantly, we could confirm that diversity loss becomes close to 0,

which means the distribution converges to wrong solutions and fail to explore

other regions of the solution space. Thus, this strong diversity loss is shown
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to be the main factor of the bad performance. To uncover the real main factor

of this strong diversity loss, we analysed distribution change more concretely

by investigating evolutionary processes, sampling and selection, separately.

In the analysis with infinite population size, the PPT showed better per-

formance than the PBIL. It implies that complete eliminating sampling drift

effect can show the desirable results in the environment, so sampling drift

effect may be more probable to cause the strong diversity loss. In the inves-

tigation of distribution change on the finite population size, critical diversity

loss caused by the sampling process is shown to be more or at least equally

frequent to the selection. In the following more important analysis, the fitness

function of the Max problem was shown to have non-deceptive positions and

their property is proven to increase probability of optimal value in expected

results of many trials of selection. Based on this proof, frequencies of the first

mis-convergence to a wrong optimum value takes large proportion, about 80

overall selection ratio. Thus, sampling drift was the dominant cause of di-

versity loss and therefore bad performance of the PPT, even if distribution

change is incorporated with selection and its flexible pressure.

By showing the example and confirming that the main cause is sampling

drift, we prove that neutrality is actually broken in the PPT representation

and the bias from the aspect is observed, leading to mis-convergence and

serious restriction of performance in the PPT-based systems. The main con-

tribution of the work in this chapter is that the impact of the bias caused by

broken neutrality can be critical to EDA-GP systems. We showed an example

with experiments, but actually all these works are motivated from theoreti-

cal analysis of EDA-GP representations. Works of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6

provide more fundamental reasons of the bias, applicable to any models using

the representations and any applications because of irrelevant causes to fitness

information.

Discussions The Max problem, we investigated, is a well-known benchmark

problem, which may raise an argument that its effect will be far from that in

practical problems. However, it is missing our point of empirical analysis.
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Problems have their own specific fitness landscapes, which are unpredictable

and unknown usually. For the all problems, showing existence of problems

in empirical analysis is impossible and not provable. Furthermore, even if we

investigate such problems, it is applicable only to the problems with limited

generalisation of the analysis. The key point of this analysis is to prove that

there is a possibility for bias to cause critical problems in given fitness land-

scape. More important contribution is analysing main factor of the bias, which

will be impossible to analyse in practical problems in general.

In following Chapter 5, we theoretically analyse property of the bias, and

it is naturally applicable to all problems, because of independence of bias to

problem property. This theoretical analysis, not empirical research, will an-

swer to the argument. Besides, the bias discussed in the chapter exponentially

increases when model size increases, therefore practical problems requiring

more complex models will definitely suffer from much serious problems.
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Chapter 5

Bias Reduction in

Probabilistic Prototype Tree

5.1 Overview

In previous chapter, we confirmed that the bias of the PPT can cause a serious

problem. This empirical analysis is actually started from theoretical under-

standing of the PPT representation and inspiration from its aspect, dealt with

in this chapter. In the analysis, we have two different goals. One is to provide

theoretical analysis of the PPT representation. Mainly it will uncover the fac-

tors to cause the bias and give its estimation. From this analysis, we can also

introduce intuitive solutions based on tight analysis to estimate the bias. The

other goal is to support the conclusion of previous chapter that the bias has

critical impact. In the PPT, the more serious problem is amplification of drift

effect by depth. We gave experimental evidences, but more fundamentally it

can be derived from theoretical analysis of structural aspects of PPT.

The bias of PPT is mainly caused by strong sampling drift. This bias

does not prefer specific form of distribution, but it clearly distorts the model

distribution to random direction. Usually this effect is regarded as a minor

factor affecting behaviour of models in evolution, but actually the amplification

of the effect is serious in PPT. This effect is basically a problem of reduced
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the number of trials to select an outcome from variables in the model. The

trials easily become close to 0 in deep components, and then its drift effect

exponentially increases. After we understand factorisation of distribution of

the PPT repesentation, which is different to simple aggregation of independent

random variables. On the factorisation, the reduced trials and drift effect can

be estimated accurately by adapting Shapiro’s analysis of EDAs to PPT.

This estimation is an essential analysis in our solutions, because if we know

the distribution to change, we can remove it by changing distribution to remove

the bias. In this paper, we introduce Likelihood Weighting(LW), which is

similar to that of Bayesian networks. For the unsampled parts(as the number

of missed of trials compared to root node), we may generate unnecessarily

missed outcomes. However, more efficiently we use previous distribution with

consideration of the proportion of missed trials.

To support justification of this analysis even in experiments, we tested

the estimated diversity in experiments and then confirm that applying LW

actually improves performance. LW methods have two versions, LW-sampling

and LW-selection, distinguished by the proportion of using previous proba-

bility distribution. We note that this use of previous distribution is different

to incremental learning, because the proportion of previous distribution are

various, depending on the estimation for each variable. At the end, we can

see that the loss of diversity is almost completely recovered and performance

is dramatically improved.

The bias problem and LW solutions depend on aspects of the model rep-

resentation, therefore it is applicable to any application domain, including

benchmarks and also practical problems. At the end of this thesis, we test our

solutions in real world problem to predict Arthritis, which still show improve-

ment of performance.

5.2 Factorization of Probabilistic Prototype Tree

In this and the following section we analyse the PPT structure, investigating

the structural properties that result in accelerated stochastic drift. To assist in
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this analysis, we first map the PPT structure to what we call a semi-degenerate

Bayesian network (semi-BN), which is more mathematically comparable with

the PBIL structure. As a running example, we use a typical symbolic regres-

sion function set; however the analysis is not restricted to symbolic regression,

but applies generally to any GP problem language.

Table 5.1: Function Set with Arity of PPT Table for Symbolic Regression
Problem

Function Arity Probability Function Arity Probability

+ 2 0.1 sin 1 0.1
- 2 0.1 cos 1 0.1

2 0.1 exp 1 0.1
/ 2 0.1 log 1 0.1
x 0 0.1 C 0 0.1

The Effects of Arity Table 5.1 shows a typical example of a function set

that might be used for a symbolic regression problem. In this set, there are

four binary arithmetic operators (i.e. arity 2), four unary (arity 1), and a

variable and a constant (both arity 0). The corresponding PPT will have

branching factor 2 (the maximum arity). This gives rise to a dependence

between nodes even when independent probability tables are stored at each

node. In our PPT structure, a root node n1 will have two children, n2 and n3.

When we sample an individual, n1 might be sampled as a binary function, in

which case n2 and n3 will also be sampled. However if n1 is sampled as a unary

operator, one child – conventionally n3 – loses the opportunity to be sampled;

and if n1 is sampled as a variable or constant, neither child is sampled. Thus

even if the probability table stores an independent distribution, sampling a

child node is dependent on the sampled function of its parent node. PPT

structures thus have a dependence relationship between children and parents,

differing from the conventional meaning of dependence between distributions.

To clarify this dependence, we transform a PPT probability distribution to a

kind of Bayesian network, which we call a semi-degenerate Bayesian Network
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or semi-BN.1

Conversion to Semi-Degenerate Bayesian Network In the PPT struc-

ture, the probability table of each node cannot be regarded as a random vari-

able in a Bayesian network, because under some conditions, some tables are

not used. However we can formalise the behaviour of the table in such a case.

For this purpose, we add a new value for an ‘Undefined allele’, U .

Fig. 5.1 illustrates how an independent PPT table over the function set

I = {+, sin,C} may be transformed into a random variable of a semi-BN.

The variable includes a U in both condition and result. The undefined allele

U describes the case where any allele is not sampled in the corresponding

PPT (that is, in the new version, these cases are sampled as U). When the

parent node is sampled as U , the child nodes must also be U because in the

PPT representation, the children cannot be traversed in the sampling process

if the parents are not. Thus in this case, the conditional probability to select a

function in I must be zero. In other words, the column for the condition that

the parent is U is degenerate. But we note that C also generates U as child,

with 1.0 probability, because a node selecting an allele with 0 arity, such as

C, cannot have children.

Fig. 5.2 shows this in more detail, comparing an original PPT structure

with its transformed (semi-degenerate) BN structure. U occurs in both M2

and M3 because the C of M1 does not generate any children in sampling. The

probability table of the PPT structure influences sampling in M2 only when

+ or sin are sampled in M1. M3 is even more restricted, being used only in

the case where + is sampled in M1.

While we only show the transformation for an independent PPT here, the

same transformation can also be extended to dependant PPT models.

1A Bayesian network with no zero probability values is non-degenerate, while one allow-
ing only 1.0 and 0.0 probability values is known as degenerate. We were unable to find a
standard terminology describing tables having 0.0 values, but not necessarily 1.0 values, so
we have coined the term ‘semi-degenerate’ to cover this case.
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Figure 5.1: Transformed Probability Table of PPT

Figure 5.2: PPT vs PPT Transformed to Semi-degenerate BN
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Factorisation of the Full Joint Distribution Consider first the case of

an independent PPT structure (as in the original PIPE). In the semi-BN

structure it gives rise to, the probability of sampling an allele depends only

on the parent node. Thus it is a bivariate conditional probability table (even

though the PPT table it originated from represents independent distributions).

It can be represented as p(x|π (x)), where π (x) consists of the parents of x. In

this representation, the full joint distribution allows the general factorisation

of a Bayesian Network :

p(X) =
∏

i

p(xi|π (xi)) (5.1)

Of course in more general PPT models, in which there may be dependence

between the PPT probability models, we may not be able to factorise even this

far. A more complex dependence in the PPT will generate a more complex

dependence in the corresponding semi-BN structure, but it can never factorise

the full joint distribution further than equation 5.1.

5.3 Amplification of Drift Effect

In section 5.2, we showed that an independent PPT model corresponds to a

specific parent-child factorisation of the joint probability distribution when it

is transformed to a semi-BN model. Here, we use this factorisation to estimate

internal diversity loss, and in particular its amplification deep in dependency

chains. In undertaking this analysis, we follow Shapiro [53] in making three

additional assumptions about the EDA system:

• Only sampled individuals are used for constructing the new model.

• Selection is not used in the evolutionary step (that is, sampling drift is

the only force changing the distribution).

• The sample distribution generates the new model using maximum like-

lihood.
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The first and second assumptions allow us to concentrate on the diversity loss

caused by sampling, ignoring the effects of selection and incremental learning.

As a method of estimating the sampled distribution, we rely on the widely-

used maximum likelihood estimation [63]. We focus on probabilistic logic

sampling (PLS) because it is widely used as a sampling method in EDA-GP.

While we study independent PPT models here, any additional dependence in

the PPT model will simply exacerbate the problem of dependence of sample

size on depth, requiring even larger sample sizes to bring sampling drift under

control.

5.3.1 Measuring Diversity Loss in a Model

In this subsection, we focus on measuring the diversity loss in a PPT structure.

In Fig. 5.3, M ′
4 illustrates the relationship between the distribution of a PPT

component and the corresponding variable M4 in a semi-BN to which it is

mapped by our transformation. We can divide the distribution of M4 into two

parts: M ′
4, the part which corresponds to the PPT model, which we refer to

as the PPT distribution. and M̄ ′
4 which contains all components relating to

U .

Diversity Loss in Shapiro’s Measure Recall from section 2.3 that under

our assumptions, Shapiro’s diversity measure [53] at time t for a specific gene

g satisfies the recurrence relation:

vg (Mt) = (1−
1

|P |
)vg (Mt−1) (5.2)

Rearranging, we find that the change in diversity (the loss) is:

δvg (Mt) = −
vg (Mt)

|P |
(5.3)

However in Shapiro’s analysis, he could simply assume that the whole

population was used to sample each component of the model. When we come

to PPT models, this is not the case. Components that are sampled as U are
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Figure 5.3: The PPT distribution M ′
4 as a Component of the Full Distribution

M4 of the Corresponding Semi-BN

not used in updating (or constructing) the probability model, and hence do

not form part of the effective population. In our analysis, we need to take this

effect into account.

Diversity Loss in the PPT Structure The PPT distribution M ′
t can also

be regarded as a model, and its diversity loss estimated through equation 5.3.

But now we have to exclude from the population used to compute the diversity,

those individuals whose sample value was U at node g. That is, in equation 5.3,

we need to replace P by Ps ⊂ P , consisting of those individuals p ∈ P whose

sampled value at gene g is defined. This difference leads to very large diversity

loss, increasing as we go deeper in the PPT structure.

We can calculate the extent of this diversity loss at a location in the PPT

(using Shapiro’s measure) if we know the proportion of the population which

have defined values.
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5.3.2 Sample Size Estimation

From the previous analysis, the key issue in determining the diversity loss in

the PPT model is estimating the reduction in sample size arising from depth

in the dependence chain. In order to find this, we analyse the relationship

between parent and child models based on their actual distributions.

Relationship between Parent and Child Models The sample size of a

child node is reduced by the number of individuals that are sampled as U . One

cause is where the parent node is also sampled as U . But there are further

possibilities for children to be sampled as U beyond this – for example, in the

C case of M4.

We need some notation for describing the conditional probability table

specifying the dependence of the child (dependent variable) on the parent

(independent variable). Let mg be the (semi-BN) model for a specific gene g.

Then:

Amg = {a|a is a child allele of model mg}

Cmg = {c|c is a parent allele of model mg}

Umg = {c|c is a parent allele of model mg

generating U with probability 1.0}

Smg = Umg \ {U}

For example, in the case of M4, Smg = {C}.

Using m′
g to denote the corresponding PPT distribution at node g, we can

note some useful equalities:

Amg = Am′
g
∪ {U}

(

U /∈ Am′
g

)

Cmg = Cm′
g
∪ {U} ∪ Smg (5.4)

The condition set Cm′
g

for the PPT distribution excludes not only U, but also

Smg . That is, the conditions which cause sampling of U include other cases
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beyond the case that the parent is sampled as U .

As a result, we find the following recurrence relationships:

Cmg = Amπ(g)
(5.5)

(definitional)

Amπ(g)
= Am′

π(g)
∪ {U} (5.6)

(by equation 5.4)

Am′

π(g)
= Cm′

g
∪ Smg (5.7)

(by equation 5.4)

where π (g) denotes the parent gene of g.

Sample Size in PPT Models We are only interested in alleles in Cm′ ,

since only these have any influence on the next generation’s model. Thus the

sample size for the PPT distribution follows a binomial form, B (Nm′ , p (Cm′)),

where we use Nm to denote the sample size for model m (in a slight abuse of

terminology, p(X) denotes the probability of sampling from X). Since alleles

in Cm′ are precisely those which will generate children that are in the PPT

model, it follows that p (Cm′) = p (Am′) . Using the Gaussian approximation

N (Nm′ × p (Am′) , Nm′ × p (Am′)× (1− p (Am′))) to a binomial, the expected

sample size for the PPT model becomes:

E
(

Nm′
g

)

≈ N × p
(

Am′
g

)

(5.8)

Reduction of Sample Size We are interested in the cumulative loss of

effective sample size as we descend dependency chains in PPT trees. For

parent/child PPT gene models m′
π(g) and m′

g we define the sample size ratio

λ (g) as:

λ (g) =
E
(

Nm′
g

)

E
(

Nm′

π(g)

)
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≈
N × p

(

Am′
g

)

N × p
(

Am′

π(g)

)

≈
p
(

Am′
g

)

p
(

Am′

π(g)

) (5.9)

Since p
(

Am′

π(g)

)

= p
(

Cm′
g
∪ Smg

)

and p
(

Am′
g

)

= p
(

Cm′
g

)

(definitions 5.5, 5.4),

it follows that λ (g) ≤ 1. That is, the sample size for successive sub-models

decreases by the probability of sampling alleles in Smg .

We are interested to know the effective population size sampled at a node

g in a PPT model Mt based on the models along the path from the PPT root

to g. Defining

PathM (g) = {gene h|h lies on path from root to g in M} (5.10)

we can give a non-recursive estimate of the sample size, given the model Mt

and population P :

E
(

Nm′
g

)

= |P | ×
∏

h∈PathM (g)

λ (h) (5.11)

5.3.3 Diversity Loss Estimation

Combining equations 5.3 and 5.9, the expected diversity loss between succes-

sive generations is:

δvg (Mt) = −
vg (Mt)

|E
(

Nm′
g

)

|

= −
vg (Mt)

|P | ×
∏

h∈PathMt
(g) λ (h)

(5.12)

The key point is that this diversity loss is exponential in the length of the

dependency path to gene g, consequently limiting the scalability of PPT-based

EDAs to more complex problems.
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Summing over component models in Mt, we can obtain an approximation

to the overall population diversity loss:

δv (Mt) = −
∑

g

vg (Mt)

|E
(

Nm′
g

)

|

= −
∑

g

vg (Mt)

|P | ×
∏

h∈PathMt
(g) λ (h)

= −
1

|P |

∑

g

vg (Mt)
∏

h∈PathMt
(g) λ (h)

(5.13)

5.3.4 Verification of Estimation
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Our first concern was to confirm whether we did in fact see the diversity

loss predicted by the analysis in section 5.3. To do this, we compared the

diversity curve predicted by equation 5.13 with the measured loss for the Max

problem, averaged over 30 runs, at a 100% selection ratio. In the figure, the

plots are of the following quantities (equations 5.14):

est (t) = E [−δv (Mt−1)] (5.14)

exp (t) = v (Mt−1)− v (Mt)
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In Fig. 5.3.4, we see very rapid diversity loss over the first 50 generations,

rapidly leading to complete loss of diversity. Despite the stochastic variation

in the experimental diversity, it is clear that it closely fits the predicted be-

haviour. Of course, the diversity loss is only of concern insofar as it affects the

system performance. We examine this next.

5.4 Reduction of Amplification

If diversity loss due to stochastic drift is such a problem in PPT-based EDA-

GP, how might we overcome it? It might seem that we could simply apply the

methods normally used in EDA applications – increasing population size, re-

ducing the learning rate, sampling from a uniform distribution, incorporating

diversity measures in the fitness function etc. There is no doubt that all these

will help – and indeed, would allow such an EDA-GP systems to solve small

problems such as the depth 4 Max problem we considered here. However they

will only give a one-off boost, they won’t help EDA-GP to scale to the prob-

lem complexities typically handled by today’s GP systems (in which solution

depths of 15 or 20 are common), let alone to surpass GP performance.

We note that stochastic drift isn’t always undesirable, and indeed some

small amount of stochastic drift may sometimes be desirable [64]. However

exponentially depth-dependent stochastic drift on the scale seen in this work

will generally have bad effects; thus this depth-dependent drift needs to be

counteracted before we can consider detailed tuning of the level of drift for

specific effects.

It seems clear that any effective method will need to act differently at

different locations in the PPT structure. At the root, it can permit reasonably

eager learning, subject to the same considerations as might apply in any EDA.

At greater depths, however, it needs to delay learning, not adapting model

probabilities until there is some certainty that those probabilities are needed

(and hence, until they are actually being sampled at a reasonable rate). How

to achieve this is the conundrum.
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5.4.1 Handling Distribution of Un-sampled Nodes

In the preceding analysis, sample size was the key factor in determining di-

versity loss. The main issue, using the terminology of section 5.3, is how to

handle sampling of nodes g when the parent nodes were sampled in Umg (i.e.

when we do not have any way of interpreting the value at g). We describe

three alternatives below.

UE: Unsampled Estimation In the preceding, we used a simple strategy

for this case: we simply did not bother to sample the node (and hence, the

node was not used in update). This solution is clearly unsatisfactory, since it

led to the exponential diversity loss in equation 5.12, but it serves as a useful

baseline for comparison. We will denote this strategy by UE in the remainder

of the chapter.

MVE: Missing Value Estimation One alternative is to treat the problem

as one of imputing missing values, a well-studied topic [65; 66]. The simplest

such method would assume a uniform distribution for the missing values, but

this assumes (wrongly) that we have no accumulated knowledge about the

likely distribution. An alternative is to sample these instances just as we did for

the instances for which this location was defined, i.e. using the defined portion

of the current model mg. We call this method Missing Value Estimation

(MVE).

The positive consequence is that all genes will then be sampled (and learnt)

using a sample size of |P |. In situations where UE will suffer from extreme

stochastic drift due to exponentially-reduced sample size, the effect of the

non-intron individuals will be correspondingly exponentially reduced in MVE;

MVE will still see stochastic drift, but at a level comparable to that experi-

enced in a typical EDA, as given by equation 5.3.

However, this method has an intrinsic limitation because it is an observation-

based estimation. If stochastic drift occurred in the previous generation, it will

be reflected in the sampling for the current generation – and this drift can still

occur before we learn that this location is actually important for a solution.
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For example, suppose Umg is 0.5 (in general, deep in the tree, it may be much

larger). In this case, half of the learning in the MVE strategy will come from

randomly sampled values from mg, and half from selected individuals. One

might reasonably expect that information from the selected sample in this case

was more reliable, and should be more influential in generating this model.

We illustrate these strategies using an example based on Fig. 5.3. In a

typical PPT sampling process, some samples will generate undefined alleles in

M̄ ′
4 and other samples alleles in M ′

4. In the UE strategy, we simply would not

sample the former. In the MVE strategy, we do sample them, but using the M ′
4

distribution. But this leads to an obvious question: If we already know M ′
4,

why bother to sample it and thus risk sampling drift? Why not use it directly?

Or to put it in a mathematically equivalent way, why not simply use the se-

lected samples to update M ′
4, weighted according to the relative size of Umg .

Since this is exactly the intuition behind likelihood weighting in Bayesian net-

work update in the face of evidence, we call this method Likelihood Weighting

(LW).

5.4.2 Likelihood Weighting

The underlying intuition is that we predict the missing values from a virtually-

infinite population sampled from the previous model. Compared to the pre-

vious strategies, predicting the missing values from Mt−1 at time t, should

follow Mt−1 with no drift. That is, at node g, if we could sample forever

using the MVE strategy, we would see some proportion p
(

Umg

)

of of samples

from undefined values, and 1 − p
(

Umg

)

from defined ones. For the former,

our best estimate of the correct distribution is still Mt, while for the latter

our best estimate is the selected subset generated from them. We don’t have

this selected subset, all we have is the actual selected subset we obtained from

our sample, but it is nevertheless the best estimate available. The important

point is, the appropriate weight to use is still 1− p
(

Umg

)

.

We could in theory directly use 1 − p
(

Umg

)

, since it is computable from

Mt. However the cost and complexity of computing it is high, and we have a
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readily available point estimate of it, namely the frequency of defined alleles

in the selected population, 1−
f(Umg )
|Psel|

. We use this instead.

In applying this intuition to a practical update function, we tested two

version of LW, Likelihood Weighting for Sampling bias (LW-sampling) and

Liklihood Weighting for Selection (and Sampling) bias (LW-selection).

LW-sampling LW-sampling only attempts to correct for stochastic bias

arising in sampling. That is, we weight the sampled instances by the proba-

bility of sampling. Mathematically, if f
(

Umg

)

is the frequency of un-sampled

individuals for node g in the population, then:

pMt+1

(

m′
g, a
)

=
α|Psel| × pMt

(

m′
g, a
)

+ f
(

m′
g, a
)

|Psel|

= α× pMt

(

m′
g, a
)

+
f
(

m′
g, a
)

|Psel|

where

α =
f
(

Umg

)

|Psel|
, f

(

Umg

)

≤ |Psel|

LW-selection As we noted earlier, in selecting at a ratio ρ ∈ [0, 1], we

further reduce the effective population by the factor ρ, thus correspondingly

increasing stochastic drift (of course, selection may also cause further non-

drift convergence, whether deceptive or not, but here we are merely interested

in correcting for stochastic drift). Thus following the same analysis, we could

further re-weight the selected instances by ρ (or in other words, we could use for

|p
(

Umg

)

| that is either unsampled or unselected rather than just unsampled.

The gives us a new update formula:

pMt+1

(

m′
g, a
)

= α× pMt

(

m′
g, a
)

+
f
(

m′
g, a
)

|P |

where

α =
f̂
(

Umg

)

|P |
, f̂

(

Umg

)

≤ |P |

f̂
(

Umg

)

= f
(

Umg

)

+ (1− ρ) |P |
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Where |Psel| = ρ× |P |.

Application of LW change diversity measured by Shapiro’s way

5.5 Suppressed Loss of Diversity

In this section, we repeat the Max experiments of Section 4.2, using our pro-

posed strategies, comparing the diversity loss.

Diversity Loss due to Sampling As in Section 4.2, we focus on the 100%

selection ratio, since this places the focus on diversity loss due to sampling

alone.

We evaluated Shapiro’s measure for the whole model (i.e. for all variables),

comparing UE, MVE and LW-sampling strategies.
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Figure 5.4: Overall Diversity vs Generation for UE, MVE and LW-sampling
at 100% Selection Ratio

Graph 5.4 shows the resulting differences – UE sampling quickly removes

most diversity, MVE loses diversity more slowly, but still eventually loses it

entirely, whereas LW-sampling maintains diversity, dropping marginally below

1.5 only at the end of the run.
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(c) LW-sampling

Figure 5.5: Internal Diversity vs Generation for UE, MVE and LW-sampling
at 100% Selection Ratio
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We also evaluated the change in diversity loss at each layer, as shown in

Fig. 5.5. For depth 0, the three graphs are essentially the same, because there

is no structural effect (any differences are themselves due to small samples).

However we see a great difference in the diversity at deeper layers. Using

UE, we see increasing diversity loss the deeper we go. In MVE (because the

effective population size is held constant), we see the same sampling drift at

each layer. Conversely, for LW-sampling, we see reduced sampling drift – even

compared to depth 0 – at deeper levels.

Stochastic Diversity Loss due to Selection and Sampling In above

paragraphs, we analysed the 100% selection ratio experiments, because they

most clearly revealed the effect of sampling drift. Here, instead, we analyse the

10% selection ratio experiments, because conversely, they most clearly reveal

the effects of stochastic selection drift.
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Figure 5.6: Overall Diversity vs Generation for UE, MVE, LW-sampling, and
LW-selection at 10% Selection Ratio

Fig. 5.6 shows the overall diversity loss for each strategy. Of course, in this

case, we can expect to see diversity loss due to convergence to the solution –

without such diversity loss, we would simply be carrying out random search.

Nevertheless, the diversity loss in the cases of UE and MVE is very rapid
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and complete, while LW-sampling and LW-selection are able to preserve some

diversity throughout the run.

One prima-facie surprising result is the lower diversity of LW-selection.

However this is an artefact of the better performance of LW-selection (as we

will see below): it is more successful in finding good solutions, thus exerting

greater selection pressure toward convergence despite the reduced stochastic

drift.
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Figure 5.7: Internal Diversity vs Generation for UE, MVE, LW-sampling and
LW-selection at 100% Selection Ratio

Fig. 5.7 shows the corresponding internal diversity loss. Again, the higher
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selection pressure leads to reduced diversity compared to the 100% selection

case, but again the two LW strategies are able to maintain some diversity

deeper in the trees. Once again, the picture is somewhat confounded by the

greater success of LW-selection in finding solutions.

5.6 Improved Performance

LW-based update improves diversity, but does it improve performance, as we

have predicted? We first consider the Max problem, where EDA-GP perfor-

mance was so bad. We compare the average (over all runs) of best fitness,

for UE, MVE, LW-sampling and LW-selection strategies. All environmental

settings follow those given in Table 4.2 4.3 4.4.

Table 5.2: Final Generation Mean Best Value, Max Problem, UE, MVE and
LW Selection (ρ: Selection Ratio)

ρ MVE UE LW-sampling LW-selection
(%) (mean ± std)

10 2.87 ± 0.56 2.38 ± 0.65 3.38 ± 0.51 3.78 ± 0.28
20 3.23 ± 0.44 2.77 ± 0.53 3.48 ± 0.44 3.92 ± 0.19
30 3.22 ± 0.53 2.88 ± 0.57 3.60 ± 0.51 3.92 ± 0.19
40 3.32 ± 0.54 2.88 ± 0.60 3.48 ± 0.51 3.78 ± 0.36
50 3.12 ± 0.56 2.78 ± 0.62 3.70 ± 0.36 3.70 ± 0.49
60 3.10 ± 0.47 2.59 ± 0.62 3.55 ± 0.43 3.72 ± 0.38
70 2.77 ± 0.59 2.54 ± 0.71 3.02 ± 0.60 3.38 ± 0.46
80 2.48 ± 0.68 2.33 ± 0.60 2.92 ± 0.76 2.72 ± 0.75
90 1.83 ± 0.76 1.78 ± 0.56 1.96 ± 0.84 2.18 ± 0.81
100 0.48 ± 0.48 0.51 ± 0.32 0.60 ± 0.40 0.60 ± 0.40

Max Problem For the Max problem, we clearly see the benefit of the new

update strategies in Fig. 5.8. The mean best fitness for the UE strategy is

only 2.88 - not too much better than the first generation (i.e. random) search.

MVE does somewhat at 3.32, and LW-sampling increases this still further to

3.60. LW-selection gets within range of GP’s perfect performance, but still
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(d) LW-selection

Figure 5.8: Mean Best Fitness vs Generation, Max Problem, Various Selection
Ratios
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does not attain it. Interestingly, with LW-selection, the learning rate is so low

that the best performance is obtained by quite high selection pressures (i.e.

20-30%). The detailed statistics in Table 5.2 confirm these impressions – LW-

based update is easily the best, and LW-selection is substantially better than

LW-sampling. What is more, LW-based methods reach this best performance

with only a slight delay over UE, and comparably in speed with the apparently

more eager MVE search.

Table 5.3: Final Generation Mean Best Value, Variant OneMax Problem, UE,
MVE and LW Selection (ρ: Selection Ratio)

ρ MVE UE LW-sampling LW-selection
(%) (mean± std)

10 14.63 ± 0.66 13.97 ± 0.71 14.40 ± 0.61 14.97 ± 0.18
20 14.93 ± 0.25 14.60 ± 0.61 14.87 ± 0.34 15.00 ± 0.00
30 15.00 ± 0.00 14.73 ± 0.51 14.97 ± 0.18 15.00 ± 0.00
40 15.00 ± 0.00 14.83 ± 0.37 14.97 ± 0.18 15.00 ± 0.00
50 15.00 ± 0.00 14.77 ± 0.42 14.93 ± 0.25 15.00 ± 0.00
60 15.00 ± 0.00 14.47 ± 0.81 14.90 ± 0.30 15.00 ± 0.00
70 15.00 ± 0.00 13.97 ± 0.91 14.80 ± 0.40 14.90 ± 0.30
80 14.73 ± 0.51 13.12 ± 1.45 14.63 ± 0.60 14.77 ± 0.42
90 13.93 ± 1.00 10.87 ± 2.34 13.38 ± 1.08 13.72 ± 1.02
100 5.10 ± 2.02 5.00 ± 1.42 5.44 ± 1.16 5.44 ± 1.16

OneMax Variant While the performance of LW strategies on the Max

problem is good, they were based on analysis of the failure of the UE strategy

on that problem. But this might be at the cost of performance on other

problems. Specifically, the less eager learning could potentially be damaging

on easier problems such as our OneMax variant. We examine this next.

In reporting results on our variant OneMax problem, we used the Adjusted

Best Fitness described in Section 4.2. From Fig. 5.9 and Table 5.3, we see that

there may indeed be a slight such effect. MVE, and the two LW strategies,

all improve on UE at all selection ratios. MVE does slightly out-perform LW-

sampling at most selection ratios. On the other hand, LW-selection performs
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Figure 5.9: Mean Best Fitness vs Generation, Variant OneMax Problem, Var-
ious Selection Ratios
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equally with MVE at all selection ratios except the somewhat pathological

90% ratio, and out-performs it (with perfect performance) at the 20% ratio.

Convergence is slightly delayed in some cases, but the cost is small.

5.7 Summary

Conclusions Diversity loss through stochastic drift is a well-recognised prob-

lem in evolutionary methods, and its effects in simple EDA models have al-

ready been studied and quantified. However its effects in PPT-based models

have not previously been studied. In this chapter, we have presented a detailed

study of the extent of sampling drift and its amplification through dependent

structures, quantifying the scale of this drift and proposing effective meth-

ods to compensate for its dependence on node depth. We based this analysis

on a representation of the PPT structure as a semi-degenerate Bayesian net-

work, using the representation to infer a generalised factorisation of the PPT

structure. We confirmed the accuracy of our theoretical estimate of stochastic

drift through empirical analysis, showing the extreme degree of performance

degradation on even a trivial, prima facie highly suitable problem.

Assumptions and Limitations This study was based on a highly simpli-

fied EDA, omitting all EDA components that might mitigate this drift, and

using relatively small populations. These simplifications are not surprising –

they greatly simplify what is already a complex analysis. We believe that they

do not detract from its overall applicability. While commonly-used algorithm

and parameter settings might ameliorate the problem of stochastic drift for

small problems, they cannot realistically overcome the core problem, of expo-

nential dependence of drift on depth, and hence they cannot provide a scalable

solution for PPT-based EDA-GP.

The study considered only PPT-based EDA-GP representation. This isn’t

the only EDA-GP representation. Perhaps the problem is specific to them, and

does not apply to other (especially, grammar-based) EDA-GP. In fact, the re-

verse is the case. We initially were led to a recognition of this problem through
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difficulties in extending a well-known grammar-based EDA-GP, GMPE [32].

However when we attempted a theoretical analysis, we found that in addition

to the theoretical problem raised here, of the exponential relationship between

dependency depth and stochastic drift, grammar-based representations suffer

from other sources of stochastic drift stemming specifically from the grammar

representation. Stochastic drift in these representations will be even worse –

and correspondingly more difficult to analyse. What is more, while our pro-

posed likelihood weighting method offers a real possibility of overcoming this

scalability problem for PPT-based EDA-GP, it will not help with the other

sources of stochastic drift in grammar representations, which will require the

development of further (and more complex) methods.

Discussion Based on the theoretical analysis we have presented, current

forms of PPT-based EDA-GP suffer from a serious problem of stochastic drift.

Moreover this is not simply a theoretical matter, it manifests itself in very

poor performance on near-trivial problems – even worse than the straw man

of PBIL, and many times worse than a straightforward implementation of

a basic GGGP. Then why hasn’t this been previously reported? Why have

PPT-based EDA-GPs such as PIPE shown good performance on other, more

difficult, GP problems? We surmise that this is a result of their incorporation

of straightforward methods that mask these deficiencies; our implementation,

by stripping these away, lays bare the underlying problem of exponential de-

pendence of diversity loss on depth.

Most EDA-GPs incorporate mechanisms such as elitism and mutation,

reducing the effect of diversity loss due to stochastic drift. Re-use of individu-

als generated in previous generations retains diversity, even when the sample

distributions may be distorted by sampling drift. Mutation acts to increase

diversity of the population, restoring the influence of the initial uniform dis-

tribution; pheromone evaporation in ant-based systems has a similar effect.

Even more simply the effects of stochastic drift may be reduced simply by

increasing the initial population. Depending on parameter tuning, these ef-

fects may well be sufficient to overcome the adverse effects of stochastic drift.
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Yet all these methods suffer from an Achilles’ Heel: any specific measure has

a simple multiplicative effect on stochastic drift, increasing the effective pop-

ulation. None provides a mechanism to scale with dependence depth. We

strongly suspect that this is why there are many reports of good performance

from EDA-GP systems on popular test problems, but none we are aware of,

of scaling to larger real-World problems.

One issue remains: even with the incorporation of LW-selection, the PPT

EDA-GP performance is still inferior to that of GGGP on the Max problem.

Good solutions are obtained, and at comparable speed to GGGP, but not reli-

ably. Why? We believe this stems from a fundamental flaw in the underlying

assumptions of the PPT model. In most tree-based GP systems, crossover is

the dominant operator. This reflects a fundamental property of GP Problems:

that a structure that is useful in one location may be even more useful in

another, or may need to be repeated in different locations (this, of course, is

a clear property of the Max and OneMax problems). But it is not a property

of the PPT representation. There is no mechanism to transfer the learning of

a component in one part of a tree to any other location; each location must

be learnt independently. Of course, this was one of the primary motivations

in the subsequent development of grammar-based EDA-GP systems [30; 67],

in which such learning transfer can occur. We plan to return to this issue in

future work.
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Chapter 6

Bias Elimination in Stochastic

Context Free Grammar

6.1 Overview

In this chapter, we aim to show that various bias can be observed in the

analysis of neutrality. For the purpose, we investigate bias caused by differ-

ent structural reasons to drift effect discussed in previous chapter. This bias

is caused by two factors, recursion and depth limitation of grammar based

models.

The recursion is a concept inherited from Context Free Grammar. It in-

dicates a derivation path able to continue derivation process forever. Main

reason to create such path is that production rules can include nonterminals

deriving the productions immediately or after some derivation steps. Due to

this aspect, models have nonzero probability to generate infinite size of indi-

viduals, even though it is not observable. This infinity was discussed long time

ago in Computational Linguistics [35; 54]. The key issue of the studies was

improper models, losing probability by excluding real infinite individuals and

total sum of probability becomes less than 0. The problems we dealt with in

this chapter are more complex bias caused by interaction of the recursion with

depth limitation. Depth limitation is used in GP field to handle large size of
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trees resulting in generating bloats and huge computational costs. Individuals

exceeding the limit are thrown out with expansive cost for re-sampling till

they find proper size of trees. Otherwise, they are prohibited from growing

over the limit, which is the main method to analyse in this thesis. The con-

cept has not been so much problem in Computational Linguistics and GP as

well. It is because one-shot learning does not have the issue of re-sampling

and recovering the distribution, which may be less sensitive to the bias. In

standard GP without model-based approach, the effect of limiting depth is

known in the view of evolution, but its stochastic distribution change is not

explicitly shown as EDA-GPs. For these reasons, in both research fields, the

impact of this aspect was less than EDA-GPs, and not analysed in the view

of neutrality.

In ths thesis, we analyse bias generated by these two aspects in two levels.

At the simple level, we restrict SCFGs to simple grammars composed of only

single nonterminal. Even so, it is frequently used form of CFGs in many GP

problems. Then, We will show behaviour of the bias in simple artificial and

also practical grammars. For practical use, we estimate the bias in given finite

depth limit.

We expand this analysis to more practical version of CFGs composed of

many nonterminals. Using many nonterminals, SCFGs create more complex,

multiple recursive paths, and the following complex interaction with depth

limit. For this reason, the mathematical estimation of simple grammars be-

comes complicated. In this case, obtaining some results as the simple case

provides complex mathematical terms, not simplified. In practical use, it is

meaningless. Instead of providing sophisticated estimation, we propose an al-

gorithmic method for estimating the bias, which is relative simple and covers

most general SCFGs. At the ends of this chapter, we introduce a simple so-

lution to remove the bias by introducing inverse bias, and we verify it in a

benchmark problem.
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6.2 Preliminary Materials for Analysis

Handling Various Factors Distribution change is caused by various fac-

tors in EDA-GPs. For example, finite population creates sampling noise, incre-

mental learning weakening the magnitude of change, and selection causes huge

change to distribution of good solutions. To analyse the change by stochastic

bias as previous works, we prohibit systems from using selection. In EDA-GPs,

some use incremental learning and others do not. Beyond practical usefulness

of the approach, we aim to investigate more fundamental and pure change on

sampling phase, so we excluded incremental learning effect as well.

Sampling noise is just dependent to sampling size from multinomial distri-

bution, usually created by Gaussian distribution. Assuming we have infinite

individuals in a generation, we eliminate sampling noise completely from our

analysis to investigate the bias only caused by recursion and depth limitation.

Table 6.1: Notation

Term Description

xn An observed location of nonterminal n in an individual
ch(xn) The set of child nonterminals of x

(i.e. nonterminals occurring in any ri
x)

ch(rn;xn) The subset of ch(x) that occur in a specific r = ri
x

Xn A multinomial variable mapped to a target nonterminal n
Xn

d observed locations of n at depth d for all individuals
|xn| Relative Frequency of n at x
|Xn| Relative Frequency of n over all x
|Xn

d | Relative Frequency of n at x ∈ Xd

rn A production with left hand side n
Rn The set of productions r with left hand side n
|rn| Relative Frequency of r expanded from all x
|rn

x | Relative Frequency of r expanded from specific x
|rn

d | Relative Frequency of r expanded from x ∈ Xd

Cr Frequency of symbols causing recursion in production r
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Notations for Estimation Following Section 6.3 has only one nonterminal,

so we avoid to express n from all notations for simple description. On the other

hand, Section 6.4 needs to distinguish different nonterminals, so we recover the

notation to include n.

6.3 Bias Estimation: Single Nonterminal

6.3.1 Fundamentals

Maximum Likelihood Estimation in Infinite Samples The nontermi-

nals of an SCFG follow a multinomial distribution in generating individuals,

because in sampling, each expansion selects one production for deriving chil-

dren, using a discrete distribution normalised by the occurrence of all possible

productions based on the same nonterminal. In the notation of SCFG, the

maximum likelihood estimator (MLE [68]) becomes
|ri

X |
P

i |r
i
X |

for each ri
X , or on

rewriting with the notation in Table 6.1:

MLE for r =
|r|

|X|
= π (r) (for infinite samples) (6.1)

Depth Based Counting When we generate a population, each trial to se-

lect a production is independently performed, given the nonterminal. Hence

we can compute frequencies at particular locations or groups of locations in-

dependently. Specifically, in this work, we concentrate on frequencies at a

particular depth d. The frequency of a production r at depth d can thus be

written as
∑

d |rd| and that of nonterminal n as
∑

d |Xd|.

6.3.2 Relations of Frequency between Depths

Recurrence Relations (Infinite Population, No Depth Limit) We

first consider the case of an infinite population, a grammar with at most a

single recursive rule for each nonterminal, and with no depth limit (all indi-

viduals – even infinite ones – generated in sampling are accepted; we ignore

the question whether such individuals can be meaningfully evaluated).
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Proposition 6.3.1. ∀x, y ∈ Xd, ch (x) ∩ ch (y) 6= φ iff x = y.

Suppose x 6= y, and z ∈ ch (x)∩ch (y). Then there are two different paths,

in the derivation tree, from the root to z, one passing through x and the other

through y, so the graph is cyclic. Contradiction

Corollary 6.3.2.

∑

x∈Xd

|ch (x) | = | ∪x∈Xd
ch (x) | (6.2)

= |Xd+1| (6.3)

Proof. Due to infinite sampling, every x has a nonzero relative frequency of

selecting a recursive production, so that ch (x) 6= φ, giving Equation 6.2. Every

y ∈ Xd+1 has a parent x, so y ∈ ch (x), so ∪x∈Xd
ch (x) ⊂ Xd+1. Conversely, for

all x ∈ Xd, ch (x) ⊂ Xd+1 by the definition of Xd+1. Equation 6.3 follows.

Meanwhile, we can expand equation 6.1 as

Theorem 6.3.3. |rd| = π (r) |Xd|

Proof.

|rd| =
∑

x∈Xd

|rx| (6.4)

= π (r)
∑

x∈Xd

|x| (6.5)

= π (r) |Xd| (6.6)

Equation 6.4 is definitional. Equation 6.5 follows from infinite sample size

(so that the relative frequency equals the distribution probability), combined

with Equation 6.1 applied independently to each location, while Equation 6.6

is definitional.

Proposition 6.3.4. When a production r generates a recursion on a nonter-

minal n, which occurs Cr times in the RHS, the number of occurrences of n

arising from each single application of r is Cr.
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This is a direct consequence of the way an individual is sampled from an

SCFG [35]. Thus we have

|ch (x) | = Cr × |rx| (6.7)

We are now in a position to give a recurrence relation for the relative

frequencies of n at a specific depth in terms of their frequencies at smaller

depths.

Theorem 6.3.5. For d ≥ 0, infinite population, no depth restriction and

|Rn| = 1, the relative frequency |Xd+1| is :

|Xd+1| = h|Xd|

where

h = Crπ (r)

Proof.

|Xd+1| =
∑

x∈Xd

|ch (x) | (6.8)

= Cr

∑

x∈Xd

|rx| (6.9)

= Cr|rd| (6.10)

= Crπ (r) |Xd| (6.11)

= h|Xd| (6.12)

Equation 6.8 is introduced by Corollary 6.3.2, Equation 6.9 is the result of

applying Proposition 6.3.4 equally to all x, while the relative frequency of |r| at

depth d is just the sum of the relative frequencies of productions generating x ∈

Xd, giving Equation 6.10. Applying Theorem 6.3.3 results in Equation 6.11,

and setting h = Cr × π (r) rgives Equation 6.12.
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Generalisation of the Relation This derivation assumed |Rn| = 1, but

we can expand it to many productions r ∈ |Rn|. Proposition 6.3.1 and Corol-

lary 6.3.2 do not depend on r, applying to general grammars. Theorem 6.3.3

uses |rd|, but generalises to all r, because |Xd| is independent of the specific

production. Thus we have:

Proposition 6.3.6. Given a nonterminal n and recursive rule set Rn, ∀r, s ∈

Rn, ch (r, x) ∩ ch (s, x) 6= φ iff r = s.

Applying this to Theorem 6.3.5 gives a generalised result:

Theorem 6.3.7. For d ≥ 0, an infinite population and no depth restriction,

the relative frequency |Xd+1|:

|Xd+1| = h|Xd|

where

h =
∑

r∈Rn

Crπ (r)

Proof.

ch (x) = ∪r∈Rnch (r;x) (6.13)

|Xd+1| =
∑

x∈Xd

|ch (x) |

=
∑

x∈Xd

∑

r∈Rn

|ch (r;x) |

=
∑

r∈Rn

∑

x∈Xd

Cr|rx|

=
∑

r∈Rn

Cr|rd|

=
∑

r∈Rn

Crπ (r) |Xd|

= |Xd|
∑

r∈Rn

Crπ (r) (6.14)

= h|Xd|
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Equation 6.13 is definitional, the rest of the proof follows Theorem 6.3.5, using

the independence of |Xd| from r to derive Equation 6.14, and generalising to

h =
∑

r∈Rn
Crπ (r).

The Effect of Depth Limits From Theorem 6.3.3 and Theorem 6.3.7, we

can recursively evaluate the relative frequency of occurrence of a nonterminal

or production at each depth. Generating children from nonterminals follows

the same multinomial distribution as the previous analysis in internal nodes;

leaf nodes are enforced to be terminal. Thus we can still apply the preceding

evaluation to internal nodes, because they are not affected by repair.

In leaf nodes, the frequency change resulting from forcing nonterminals

to generate terminals is simply evaluated, because our assumption of single

recursions means that all n at depth l− 1 must select terminals at depth limit

l, as in the following equation:

|rl−1| =

{

|Xl−1| ×
π(r)

P

s π(s) for non-recursive r, s

0 for recursive r

In the sampling process at depth l−1, the proportion of recursive productions

is zero, and their frequency is distributed correspondingly over the terminating

productions, so that the previously-estimated proportion is renormalised by

the total probability of terminating productions.

6.3.3 Evaluation of Bias

MLE of an Outcome Now we can evaluate |r|
|X| using depth based counting.

As we saw, |r| =
∑

d |rd| for all d. By solving the recursion for |Xd| with the

repaired distribution for leaf nodes, and totalling the frequencies at each depth,

we get

∑

d

|rd| =
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{

∑l−2
d=0 π (r) |Xd| recursive r

∑l−2
d=0 π (r) |Xd|+

π(r)
P

s π(s) |Xl−1| non-recursive r, s

π (r) is a constant, and |Xd| is obtained by applying Theorem 6.3.3, given

|X0|, the total number of individuals.

∑

d

|rd| =

{

π (r) 1−hl−1

1−h
|X0| recursive r

π (r) 1−hl−1

1−h
|X0|+

π(r)
P

s π(s)h
l−1|X0| non-recursive r, s

From this result, we can calculate the MLE θ (r) for a recursive production r

as

θ (r) =
π (r) 1−hl−1

1−h

1−hl−1

1−h
+ hl−1

(6.15)

and for a non-recursive production r as

θ (r) =
π (r) 1−hl−1

1−h
+ hl−1 π(r)

P

s π(s)

1−hl−1

1−h
+ hl−1

(6.16)

Evaluation of the Bias When we extend the depth limit to infinity (i.e.

finite trees of any depth are permitted, but infinite trees are not), the MLE

is greatly simplified, dividing into two cases depending on h. If h < 1,

liml→∞ hl−1 = 0, so:

θ (r) =

{

π (r) for recursive r

π (r) for non-recursive r

In this case, the elimination of infinite trees results in no bias.

However if h > 1, the situation is different. Applying Equations 6.15
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and 6.16 and eliminating hl−1, we get:

θ (r) =







π(r)
h

for recursive r
π(r)+(h−1) π(r)

P

s π(s)

h
for non-recursive r

A notable point is the control of bias by the value of h; it determines both

whether there is a bias, and when there is (h > 1), its extent. In the latter

case, its value δπ (r) is:

δπ (r) = θ (r)− π (r)

=

{

π (r) h−1
h
×−1 for recursive r

π (r) h−1
h
×

1−
P

s π(s)
P

s π(s) for non-recursive r

When h ≤ 1, this is always 0. We can also see that recursive productions

increase in probability due to the bias, and non-recursive productions decrease,

which is what we would intuitively expect in the case of an infinite population

and unbounded individual size.

6.4 Bias Estimation: Multiple Nonterminals

6.4.1 Extension of Analysed Grammars

We estimated MLE of a grammar composed of single nonterminal so far. In

practical use of grammars for learning, the number of nonterminals easily ex-

ceeds 1, because of different types of components. Moreover, it is obvious that

more complex problems and their domain knowledge are much more complex

requiring many types of nonterminals. Developed EDA-GP systems as GMPE

and PAGE already showed that complex grammars can improve accuracy and

performance as problem solvers [32; 33; 34].

In a grammar composed of many nonterminals, multiple recursive paths

can exist, reducing the number of individuals to satisfy given depth limit. If

the paths are overlapped, they can create longer size of individuals more easily.

However, the method of counting frequency, proposed for single nonterminal
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case, can be easily extended to the multiple nonterminal case, because depth

based counting is supposed not to be related to the paths to derive specific

location. The frequency of a unit is a result of evaluating all possible paths to

arrive at a node. Whatever paths are, the frequency is supposed to be eval-

uated in the units of their parent nodes. Deriving the frequency for children

nodes, we just need to evaluate all possible derivation steps from the nodes in

upper depth.

In this section, previous analysis is extended to the more practical version,

covering most SCFG types. As a result, our analysis will be applicable most

SCFGs and EDA-GPs based on them.

6.4.2 Relative Frequency on Depths

As the previous analysis, we observe frequency of nonterminals in all specific

locations splitted by depth. In this extension, we assume a space composed of

a positional unit whose counts the number of each nonterminal separately. In a

location, the frequency of a nonterminal observed in a specific derivation depth

is determined by productions selected from nonterminals at upper depth. Some

of the nonterminals in the upper depth may not select any production including

the observed nonterminal, depending on given grammar structures. This is a

simple relation of nonterminal frequency between nonterminals on upper depth

and a nonterminal on next depth. However, it also means that it is required to

estimate frequency of all nonterminals at a depth to estimate any nonterminal

on next depth. Maybe evaluating derivable nonterminals from all nonterminals

may be more tight in calculation, but evaluating complex recursive paths and

cycles may be more complicated and inefficient. For this reason, we assume all

nonterminals can have productions to derive all nonterminals. Even so, giving

proper weights, we can calculate their frequency exactly, even though we are

not dealing with exact recursive paths.

For a set of all nonterminals n1 . . . nm of a CFG, the number of ni derived
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at location x is

Dni
x =

∑

j

C
nj
r × |r

nj
x | (6.17)

where rnj is a production of nj to generate ni by Cr times at next derivation.

The Theorem 3.4 is still true for this multi-variable case, because any r

is generated if and only if its LHS nonterminals is observed. Therefore the

theorem can be rewritten in this form.

|rn
d | = π (rn) |xn

d | (6.18)

Dni
xd

=
∑

x∈xd

Dni
x (6.19)

=
∑

x∈xd

∑

j

C
nj
r × |r

nj
x | (6.20)

=
∑

j

C
nj
r

∑

x∈xd

|r
nj
x | (6.21)

=
∑

j

C
nj
r |r

nj

d | (6.22)

=
∑

j

C
nj
r π (rnj) |x

nj

d | (6.23)

(6.24)

When there are many productions deriving ni from nonterminals, all of them

have this relations. Therefore,

Dni
xd

=
∑

j

∑

r∈Rnj

C
nj
r π (r) |x

nj

d | (6.25)

(6.26)

We use Cij instead of
∑

r∈Rnj
C

nj
r π (r) for simpler description.

Even though we know the relationship of occurrence of a nonterminal, only
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evaluating Dni
xd

is insufficient to know Dni
xd+1

, because the other nonterminals

at d still affect the frequency. For this reason we use a matrix H to describe

this relation.

~Xd =









|xn0
d |
...

|xnm

d |









(6.27)

H =









C00 . . . C0m

...
. . .

...

Cm0 . . . Cmm









(6.28)

(6.29)

From above definition, frequency of derived nonterminals at d + 1 can be

evaluated by

~Xd+1 = H ~Xd (6.30)

The Effect of Depth Limit From the matrix equation, we can simply

evaluate MLE.

~X<k =

k
∑

d=0

~Xd (6.31)

=
k
∑

d=0

Hd ~X0 (6.32)

(6.33)

~X<k includes all frequency of generating any nonterminals in locations in a

depth where to select any production. In difference to analysis of single non-

terminal CFG, the terminating condition with repairing is more complicated

for many nonterminals of CFG, because the number of derivation steps of

each nonterminal for terminating is different. Let’s assume that k is the up-
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perbound of depth in which depth limitation does not affect the probability

at all by repairing mechanism.

In the range of (k, l), repairing systems can affect various influence to

nonterminals’ distribution. For example, when we calculate minimum number

of derivation steps to terminate for each production of each nonterminal. A

nonterminal of i depth in the range should have 0 probability for using such

productions if the minimum number is larger than l − i.

This minimum number of derivation for termination can be easily evaluated

given a CFG as GMPE or other GP works [32]. We denote such number to tr

for a production r. From the evaluation method, we can evaluate all tr.

Given a set of tr, probability distribution of a nonterminal is supposed to

have different distribution to original one as: ρ(rn, d) = τ(rn,d)
1−

P

r∈Rn
τ(r,d) where

τ(r, d) =

{

π(r) if tr ≤ d

0 Otherwise

A matrix with the constraints are denoted by Ti where k < i < l, including

the evaluated numbers.

Ti =









C ′
00 . . . C ′

0m
...

. . .
...

C ′
m0 . . . C ′

mm









(6.34)

(6.35)

where C ′
ij is

∑

r∈Rnj
C

nj
r ρ (r, i). This ρ (r, i) is the re-evaluated probability

function to give 0 to all productions r prohibited to generate terminating

contexts at the depth.

The frequency vector at a depth i larger than k is

~Xi =

(

i
∏

d=k+1

Td

)

Hk ~X0

which can be expanded to the following equation for evaluation of total fre-
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quency of any nonterminal.

~X<l =
k
∑

d=0

~Xd +
l−1
∑

m=k+1

~Xd (6.36)

=

k
∑

d=0

Hd ~X0 +

l−1
∑

d=k+1

(

m
∏

d=k+1

Td

)

Hk ~X0 (6.37)

=

(

k
∑

d=0

Hd +
l−1
∑

d=k+1

(

m
∏

d=k+1

Td

)

Hk

)

~X0 (6.38)

6.4.3 Estimation of Bias

MLE We can accurately estimate the frequency of all nonterminals and its

outcomes. However, in the mathematical estimation, we can not obtain a

solely useful mathematical equation by dependence of constraints to given

grammars. It also requires a step to evaluate the number of derivations for

termination. Nevertheless, in repairing systems, they needs to calculate the

value only one time with small computational cost. So evaluating the matrix

T has little cost to calculate. Even in matrix multiplication, we calculates the

power of H, not like different matrixes, which gives more chance to reduce

computational cost. Therefore, this alogrithmic approach to estimate MLE is

still useful in practical environment.

Given a set of matrixs Ti, we can evaluate bias for selecting a production

of each nonterminal n as following equation:

|rn| =
l
∑

d=0

|rn
d | (6.39)

=

k
∑

d=0

|rn
d |+

l
∑

d=k+1

|rn
d | (6.40)

= π(rn) ~X≤k +

l
∑

d=k+1

|rn
d | (6.41)
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= π(rn) ~X≤k +
l−1
∑

d=k+1

ρ(rn, d) ~Xd (6.42)

(6.43)

From this count, we can evaluate the MLE.

θ(rn) =
|rn|

∑

r∈Rn
|rn|

(6.44)

=
π(rn) ~X≤k +

∑l−1
d=k+1 ρ(rn, d) ~Xd

∑

r∈Rn

(

π(r) ~X≤k +
∑l−1

d=k+1 ρ(r, d) ~Xd

) (6.45)

=
π(rn) ~X≤k +

∑l−1
d=k+1 ρ(rn, d) ~Xd

~X≤k

∑

r∈Rn
π(r) +

∑l−1
d=k+1

~Xd

∑

r∈Rn
ρ(r, d)

(6.46)

=
π(rn) ~X≤k +

∑l−1
d=k+1 ρ(rn, d) ~Xd

~X≤l

(6.47)

Bias Bias can be evaluated simple from the estimated MLE for an outcome.

As analysis in terms of single nonterminal CFG,

δπ(rn) = θ(rn)− π(rn)

=
π(rn) ~X≤k +

∑l−1
d=k+1 ρ(rn, d) ~Xd

~X≤l

− π(rn)

=

∑l−1
d=k+1 ρ(rn, d) ~Xd + π(r)

(

~X≤k − ~X≤l

)

~X≤l

=

∑l−1
d=k+1 (ρ(rn, d)− π(rn)) ~Xd

~X≤l

6.5 Practical Bias in EDA-GP Applications

Examples of Bias in Simple Grammars In this section, we analyse some

toy grammars (Table 6.2) using the methods of Section 6.3, so as to clearly

show how they may be applied. The grammars use only one nonterminal,

and have simple recursive productions with a maximum arity of 2. In Sec-
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tion 6.5.0.1, we will look at some more realistic grammars for practical appli-

cations.

Table 6.2: Simple Recursive Grammars

Unary(Gu) Binary(Gb) Mixture(Gm)

N ,T {E},{X} {E},{X} {E},{X}
R

r0
E E → E E → E E E → E E

r1
E E → X E → X E → E

r2
E E → X

π
(

ri
E

)

pi pi pi

In the simplest unary grammar Gu, h is p0, because r0
E has only one

recursive rule, and its probability is p0. Fig. 6.1 shows the bias in sampling
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Figure 6.1: Probability Change (Bias) Induced by Depth Limit for a Unary
Recursive Production

resulting from the recursive production, for different prior probabilities of the

recursive rule (X axis) and different depth limits. While the bias is relatively

small for a depth limit of 50, for more realistic depth limits typical of GP it
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is quite substantial, especially bearing in mind that in an EDA-GP this bias

will be reinforced each generation.
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Figure 6.2: Probability Change (Bias) Induced by Depth Limit for a Binary
Recursive Production

For the binary grammar Gb, we see a very different behaviour than for Gu,

as shown in Fig. 6.2. In this grammar, h is 2× p0, so p0 > 0.5 is the condition

under which bias occurs. When h is below 1, there is no bias due to restriction

to finite individuals, and is relatively small for finite depth limits. When it

exceeds 1, bias is quite substantial even for unbounded finite trees, and slightly

worse still for finite depth limits. The biggest difference between Gu and Gb

is the range over which the recursive production satisfies the condition h > 1.

In Gu this limit occurs at p0 = 1, so no bias arises from the limitation to finite

trees; but it occurs at p0 = 0.5 for Gb which may often occur in real GP runs,

resulting in bias.

When unary and binary productions are mixed, we see more complex re-

sults, because the critical value depends on the probabilities of two produc-

tions. In grammar Gm, h = p0 × 2 + p1. We plotted the change (bias) in

probability for binary production r0
E as the probability p1 of the unary pro-

duction varies in Fig. 6.3. The change of bias with respect to h is similar to

the case of Gb, but the range of h varies, depending on p1. When p1 = 0, the
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bias is as for Gb, but as p1 → 1, it converges to zero, while the range of h

shrinks.
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(b) p1 = 0.333
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(c) p1 = 0.5
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(d) p1 = 0.99

Figure 6.3: Probability Change (Bias) Induced by Depth Limit for Unary and
Binary Recursive Productions

6.5.0.1 Examples of Bias in Grammars for Benchmark Problems

Beyond these simple artificial grammars, we investigated the bias in grammars

that have been used for some benchmark problems in GP [19; 69]. The target

problems were
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• Symbolic Regression

• Max Problem

• Royal Tree Problem

• Gas Law Problem

Although they appear more complex, they are quite similar to the simple gram-

mars in the critical properties affecting bias. Most important, these grammars

use simple separated recursions whose derivation paths are not shared. In ad-

dition, each recursion has only a single step, simplifying bias estimation and

corresponding to the analysis in Section 6.3.

Table 6.3: An Example Grammar for Symbolic Regression

N ,T {E}, {X,C}
R

r0
E E → E + E

r1
E E → E - E

r2
E E → E * E

r3
E E → E / E

r4
E E → sin E

r5
E E → cos E

r6
E E → X

r7
E E → C

π
(

ri
E

)

pi

Symbolic Regression A simple version of a grammar for symbolic regres-

sion is shown in Table 6.3. This grammar is not lexicalized for operators, and

excludes exponential and logarithmic function (compared, for example, to the

grammar described for PEEL in [31]). C is a constant and X is an input

variable.

In calculating the grammar bias for Fig. 6.4, there are more recursive

productions than in preceding examples, so the bias must be computed rel-

ative to the corresponding multinomial distribution. We used three specific
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Figure 6.4: Estimated Bias in Symbolic Regression vs Depth Limit

distributions, differentiated by the probability density assigned the recursive

production, denoting them as uniform, and weak and strong domination.

Uniform refers to a uniform distribution over all productions of E. Be-

cause of the low probability for each production (0.125), the bias is not large.

Nevertheless, it reaches around 0.1 when the depth limit approaches 0.0.

In weak domination, we set the probability of one binary production to

0.5, and the rest of the binary productions to 0. The remaining non-binary

productions have the same probabilities as the uniform setting. The bias is

relatively larger for depth limits less than 5, after which it is largely dominated

by the effect of eliminating infinite trees.

In strong domination, the probability of the dominating production is set

to 0.75, and all the other recursive productions are set to a probability of

zero. Overall the trends are amplified from the weak dominance settings, but

otherwise similar; in this case, the minimum bias is over 0.333. Notably, for

typical practically-usable depth limits, the bias is largely independent of the

depth limit, and an estimate based simply on the effect of eliminating infinite
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individuals would be sufficiently accurate for most purposes. We see similar

results in the remaining practical grammars below.

Table 6.4: An Example Grammar for the Max Problem

N ,T {E}, {0.5}
R

r0
E E → E + E

r1
E E → E * E

r2
E E → 0.5

π
(

ri

E

)

pi
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Figure 6.5: Estimated Bias in the Max Problem vs Depth Limit

The Max Problem In the Max Problem, we have two productions involv-

ing recursions and one terminating production – very similar to the simple

grammar Gb. For illustrative purposes, we plotted the bias for the uniform

distribution and for a distribution dominated by one binary production (0.666

probability, with 0.333 probability for the terminating production r2
E).
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Table 6.5: An Example Grammar for the Royal Tree Problem

N ,T {E}
R

r0
E E → d E E E E

r1
E E → c E E E

r2
E E → b E E

r3
E E → a E

r4
E E → x

π
(

ri

E

)

pi
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Figure 6.6: Estimated Bias in the Depth 5 Royal Tree Problem vs Depth Limit

Royal Tree Problem The Royal Tree Problem is a popular benchmark

problem in EDA-GP, and more generally in GP [19]. For the Royal Tree of

depth 5, we can define the grammar of Table 6.5. Unlike the previous problems,

the arity of productions in this grammar range from 1 to 5, changing the range

of h. In setting distribution probabilities, we focus on the way the bias changes

with different arities, so we used three distributions, uniform, a distribution

skewed to the arity 1 production r3
E, and one skewed to the arity 4 production
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r0
E.

In Fig. 6.6, the degree of bias depends strongly on arity, being extreme (as

makes sense) in the case of high arity, and much less for small arity. Except

for the uniform case, almost all the effect is due to eliminating infinite trees,

with only a very small effect from the specific depth limit; in the uniform case,

there is some bias from depth limits up to a depth limit of 15, after which the

effect almost entirely disappears.

Table 6.6: An Example Grammar for the Gas Law Problem

N ,T {EXP,Trm,Add,Mul,Var},{+,-,/,X,T,V}
R

r0
EXP EXP → Trm

r1
EXP EXP → Trm Add Trm

r0
Trm Trm → Trm Mul Trm

r1
Trm Trm → Var

r2
Trm Trm → Const

r0
Add Add → ”+”| ”-”

r0
Mul Mul → ”X”| ”/”

r0
Var Var → ”T” | ”V”

π
(

ri

Symbol

)

pi (Symbol)

Gas Law Problem This problem was introduced unnamed by Ratle and

Sebag [30] in their work on dimensionally correct GP. The grammar shown

in Table 6.6 may be viewed as an extension of the previous grammars in the

number of nonterminals.

The only recursion is the single recursion on Trm. The estimation is slightly

complicated because all individuals start from EXP (using up one level of

depth), and terminating individuals use up one more level in deriving lexi-

calised Var or Const. Thus the depth of recursion is two less than the depth of

the individual. Other than this, the previous analysis of grammar Gb applies

almost directly.
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Figure 6.7: Estimated Bias of Trm in the Gas Law Problem vs Depth Limit
(pi = pi (Trm))

In Fig. 6.7, the bias is shown when Trm has uniform distribution, or skewed

to the recursive production. h is 0.5, so the uniform case shows no bias for

reasonable depth limits and the skewed distribution shows bias around 0.2.

6.6 Bias Elimination by Inverse Bias

If productions to compose recursive paths have high probability, individuals

can easily exceed depth limit or be infinite trees, both of which can generate

stochastic bias. To remove such bias, we propose a way to apply inverse bias

counterbalancing the effect of bias caused by sampling. Given EDA systems,

probability π(r) at a generation t+1 is estimated as θ(r) including bias in our

estimation. We modify θ(r) to θ̃(r) as

θ̃(r) = θ(r)− δπ(r)
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This modified estimator θ̃(r) is π(r) at generation t. We can evaluate the

amount of bias exactly, so we can cancel it by applying it inversly to current

distribution. In the view of neutrality, π(r) at generation t + 1 is exactly the

same to that of generation t.

6.7 Empirical Verification of Bias Elimination

In this section, we empirically verify correctness of the estimation of the bias,

and positive influence of our solution on behaviour of EDA-GPs. Experiment

design is explained in this order.

• System Settings: Model Representation, EDA Systems and Parameter

Settings

• Problem Settings: Target Problem, Individual Representation, Fitness

Function

Problem Settings A benchmark problem for this analysis is Royal Tree

Problem introduced at Chapter 2. We select 5-level tree to search, so the

fitness of a perfect solution is 1228800 and systems maximise the fitness in

search. Individuals are GP trees composed of symbols {a, b, c, d, e} indicat-

ing a node to have children from 1 to 5 respectively. In fitness evaluation,

we set complete bonus, full bonus, partial bonus and penalty to 2, 2, 1, 1/3,

respectively.

System Settings Model representation is Stochastic Context Free Gram-

mar. We used a similar grammar with the one introduced for Royal Tree

Problem in Section 6.5. The grammar is extend to solve 5-level of royal tree,

so new production {E→ e E E E E E } is added to the grammar. In the

grammar, there is only one nonterminal, so we evaluate its bias by the results

of simple grammar case. Used EDA-GP system with this grammar is scalar

Stochastic Grammar based Genetic Programming(SG-GP) [30]. This model is
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the simplest grammar based EDA-GPs. Its process is introduced in Chapter 2

as a representative model structure.

Comparison Experiments For the purpose of verification, we compare

three systems sharing above experiment settings.

• scalar SG-GP (SGGP)

• SGGP adapting inverse bias evaluated in infinite depth limit

• SGGP adapting inverse bias evaluated in finite depth limit(7)

First of all, we can confirm difference by applying inverse bias to grammar

based EDA-GPs by comparison of the first to the second and the third sys-

tems. Splitting two systems using inverse bias, we can also confirm difference

of effects by implicit bias existing in any depth limit and by practical bias

generated by given finite limit.

To investigate pure difference, we tested their performance when selection

ratio is 100% without incremental learning. This result is extended to more

practical environment. Changing the ratio to 30%, we also examine effect in-

teracted with selection. At the end, we check the performance even in applying

incremental learning.

All detail parameters are given in Table 6.7

Results and Discussions In Fig. 6.8, the effect of eliminating bias on

SGGP performance is shown. First of all, original SGGP shows extremely low

performance, quickly converging to near 0 in 50 generation. In this experi-

ment, we did not use incremental learning and set selection ratio to 100%, so

distribution change is caused by sampling and update process. Therefore its

convergence results from stochastic bias. In many runs of the experiment, in

fact, it converges to 4.0, which is the fitness of the most shallower tree. It

is because stochastic bias decreases probability of recursive productions, the

number of which is 5 among 6 total productions. Therefore probability of
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Table 6.7: Parameter Settings of Experiment to Solve Royal Tree Problem
with SGGP

Selection Truncation
Ratios 0.3 or 1.0

Update MLE
MLE with Implicit Inverse Bias

MLE with Practical Inverse Bias
Sampling PLS
Structure Stochastic Context Free Grammar

Nonterminal E
Terminal a, b, c, d, e,X

Genotype GP tree
Depth Limit 7

Learning Ratio 1 or 0.1
Population 100
Generations 200
Runs 30
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Figure 6.8: Best Fitness of SGGP Systems with 100% Selection Ration and 1
Learning Ratio
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the terminating production increases largely and it leads to preferring early

terminated trees.

After eliminating the implicit bias, performance increases substantially

compared to original SGGP, but it still converges to 0 at around 200 genera-

tion, implying existence of another bias.

Eliminating practical bias, best fitness is maintained near 170. In systems

with the all eliminations of the bias, this result is desirable, because the prob-

ability of individuals to be generated from the same model is fixed if there

is no bias, so expected fitness of individuals in many runs should be fixed as

well. Reversely, it supports accuracy of our estimation of the bias.
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Figure 6.9: Best Fitness of SGGP Systems with 30% Selection Ration and 1
Learning Ratio

Changing selection ratio from 100% to 30% affects performance as shown

in Fig. 6.8. The converging fitness of SGGP slightly increase, but it still

converges to shallow trees. After eliminating implicit bias, it shows gradual

improvement. Incorporation with selection is nearly possible to analyse, but

the bias becomes weaker, which seems to be hidden by selection effect. Even

so, fitness still decrease weakly. Eliminating practical bias, it shows increase of
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average of best fitness. From this result, we can see the possibility of improving

performance by just eliminating all estimated bias.
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Figure 6.10: Best Fitness of SGGP Systems with 30% Selection Ration and
0.1 Learning Ratio

In applying incremental learning, we can see the behaviour of systems in

practical environment. In Fig. 6.10, the change of distribution are all delayed,

because they are conservative systems setting learning ratio to 0.1. Incremen-

tal learning is useful to maintain previous distribution, but also it restricts to

use newly observed information. It can weaken the effect over generations,

but implicit and practical bias start to show difference near 200 generation,

so it is probable that the effect shown at above results may be just delayed.

From all results, we could observe evidence of correctness of our estima-

tion, and also confirmed that it is applicable to practical environment even in

consideration of selection and incremental learning. A notable point is that

difference of two systems eliminating inverse bias are huge. As Royal Tree

Problem, perfect solutions may have small size of tree in some applications,

which does not require big depth limit. In such applications, using large depth

limitation can be inefficient for search. In such circumstance, the bias of two
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inverse bias becomes larger, and eliminating them can allow systems to use

small depth limit.

6.8 Summary

Conclusions In this chapter, we investigated the bias caused by recursion

and depth limitation in gramamr-based EDA-GPs. The two causes are used

widely, sometimes inevitably in learning grammars from GP individuals. For

this reason, the bias affects most of grammar-based EDA-GPs. To evaluate the

bias, we estimated MLE from simple grammars to complex and more general

grammars. In the evaluation, using relative frequencies, we could estimate the

desirable MLE in noise-free environment. From evaluating MLE in infinite

depth limit, we showed that increasing limit can not remove the bias com-

pletely. It may be regarded as a similar effect of ‘improper’ grammars, but

more precisely, we introduced how the bias incorporates with practical depth

limits. Simple grammars showed easily understandable pattern in its estima-

tion, but complex grammars could not have such a simple estimation. Instead

of rough simplification of the estimation, we proposed accurate algorithmic

mechanisms to estimate it.

Based on the estimation, we proposed a solution canceling the bias ob-

served in the sampled distribution. Because we know distribution change

caused by the bias exactly, so we recover it back to the original distribution

by applying inverse bias. In the following experiments, the estimation was

verified, showing consistent expected performance over all generations when

there is no selection pressure. Even in interference of the selection, this method

could show improvement of performance.

Discussion Our analysis about the bias in grammar based models are mostly

mathematical estimation. We evaluated relative frequency in infinite popula-

tion, excluding sampling noise which is unpredictable and empirical factors.

This assumption may be unrealistic, but efficient to analyse pure distribution

change of models.
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Applying the analysis to practical systems, it is obvious that other effects

will interfere the bias, for example incremental learning and selection. It is an

imporatant issue of neutrality analysis, rather than this specific bias, which is

more fundamental restriction of the analysis in practical use. In the bias of

the PPT, we could fortunately analyse the effect of selection, but it is more

difficult to obtain a theory about its effect, applicable to general problems.

So, we leave the analysis as future work and only cover the proof of existence

of bias caused by grammar structures and its accurate estimation.

The proposed solution to remove bias is much easier than the estimation,

because we can change model distribution directly. However, this simple solu-

tion results from the tougher estimation. Without the estimation, we can not

justify any manual change of distribution to be useful in anyways, because it

will cause another bias if the inverse bias do not cancel the actual bias. In this

thesis, the estimation of the bias is the main contribution providing deeper

understanding and a key to solve the problems.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Summary and Discussions

In the whole contents of this thesis, we analyse EDA-GPs in terms of the bias

cuased by broken neutrality. This aspect is retaining learnt distribution when

EDA-GPs exclude selection step. If it is broken, the bias will move the highly

probable region in solution space in the model to undesirable subregion.

In EDA-GPs, the neutrality analysis has been rarely studied, so impact and

existence of this bias are not reported, which may be ignored or not recognised.

The empirical analysis of Chapter 4 was conducted to uncover the truth of

stochastic bias in EDA-GPs. In the experiments comparing PPT based EDA-

GPs to independent structure of EDAs, the performance of PPT was seriously

worse than the other even In solving the Max problem whose genotype is more

suitable to PPT representation. Because of the smooth fitness landscape of

near-trivial benchmark problems, convergence to local optima are almost im-

possible to become the main factor of the bad performance. On the other

hand, observed strong diversity loss of PPT explained the main cause of the

phenomenon, resulting in fast convergence to wrong value. Among transitions

causing the diversity loss, sampling was more probable to be the main fac-

tor, because selection can reduce diversity and also increase the probability

of optimal value composing perfect solution in very smooth fitness landscape.
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In infinite population, the performance of PPT was better than the other,

which is reverse to previous results in finite population and desirable. This re-

sult support the argument that sampling is the main factor, because complete

removing its effect generates the expected results. Confirming distribution

change at either final or all transitions of mis-convergence, we showed the

sampling effect is substantially strong compared to selection effect. In deeper

analysis, we showed that expected behaviour of selection in the Max problem

should improve probability of perfect solutions. It proves that the cause of

the failure is definitely the sampling whatever the selection pressure is. Main

contribution of this analysis is the proving that the bias from broken neu-

trality can be the main cause of seriously worse performance of EDA-GPs in

disturbance of various factors including incorporation with selection.

In the PPT structure analysed at Chapter 5, exponential increase of drift

effect was analysed. Its main cause was structural aspect reducing the number

of trials to select an outcome in deeper variables. It is confirmed in factorisa-

tion of variables in PPT and analysis of the effect of different arity of functions.

The results of estimating the diversity loss accurately shows that the loss in-

creases exponentially, which stops functioning of EDA-GPs as problem solvers

with large size of models. In practical problems, complexity is high, requiring

complex and large models, so it becomes restriction of scalability. To solve

this problem, we proposed solutions called Likelihood Weighting reducing drift

effect by the estimated effect. This solution is based on the estimation of the

bias. In practical elimination of the bias, proportional use of previous distri-

bution could reduce diversity loss dramatically, and it practically ameliorate

performance and diversity in solving benchmark problems. In solving the bias

problem of PPT, this analysis contribute to improve scalability of PPT based

EDA-GP models in any applications.

Drift effect is not the only problem detected by neutrality analysis. In

Chapter 6 we analysed Stochastic Context Free Grammar representation,

which is another major structure of EDA-GPs. In the analysis, we showed

that the grammar-based models contain bias generated by interaction of depth

limitation and recursion. Intuitively, these two factors are likely to create
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stochastic bias, because they change population directly without any hypoth-

esis related to fitness. More precisely we mathematically estimate the bias

when distribution is learnt through maximum likelihood estimation. In both

infinite and finite depth limit, MLE was estimated by counting relative fre-

quency in terms of depth. In the estimation, MLE is a relatively simple equa-

tion, showing clear relations to the factors and criteria to show implicit bias.

In practically used grammars in EDA-GPs, this estimation is appicable, so we

could show how strong bias they can suffer from.

To extend this work to more practical EDA-GPs, we released restrictions

on components of target grammars from single nonterminal to multiple non-

terminals. Recursion of the extended grammars became more complex by

allowing many recursive paths and their interaction, but evaluating relative

frequency based on depth could provide simple mechanisms to estimate them.

To solve this problem, inverse bias is proposed, retaining privious distribution

from the biased. This method cancels the bias as much as the estimation, so

neutrality of models is guaranteed. Because all EDA-GPs use depth limitation

and allows recursion, this solution based on estimation is applicable to many

models and any applications.

Overall, this thesis introduced the bias problems and its impact, and then

provided fundamental analysis and solutions applied to large proportion of

EDA-GP models. Beyond this technical contribution, we also aimed to inform

necessity of neutrality analysis in EDA-GPs, because EDA-GPs models are

not still standardised, importing various representations from other fields or

inventing them internally without this verification step. We also expect this

analysis to contribute on theoretical foundation of EDA-GPs.

7.2 Future Works

Relation of Distribution Change between Selection and Sampling

In Chapter 5, we showed that selection could have stochastic bias by analysing

fitness function sophisticatedly. In more general cases, distribution change by
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selection is dependent to many factors including its mechanisms, parameters,

and problems, so it is usually unpredictable. However, the two steps, sampling

and selection, are applied to a population sequentially, so it is clear that they

should have correlation. Estimating distribution change will be tough, but

such correlation may be able to give useful and general theory between the

two steps. This work has high potentiality, because it can extend all neutrality

analysis to more practical analysis, incorporating with selection effect.

Distribution Change with Structural Learning In this thesis, we as-

sume fixed structures over generations. However, in many advanced EDA-GPs,

structures are also flexibly changed. In the models, comparison of distribu-

tions over two different structures is complicated because it is not clear which

distributions should be compared. In this circumstance, tracing what is the

same random variable becomes complex and we are not even sure that will

give proper way to analysis it. Nevertheless, extension to structural learning

systems may be unavoidable direction, because it is an important and necce-

sity aspect of EDA-GPs by incomplete prior knowledge given by the initial

time for practical problems. For this reason, this research will have more and

more impact in the future.

Bias of Grammars with Sampling Noise In the analysis of the grammar-

based models, we assumed that there is no sampling noise by setting infinite

size of population. However, this is unrealistic. As the bias in PPT, grammar

models can also have drift effect, caused by the sampling noise. We skipped

that analysis because it is overlapped with the analysis of PPT. Beyond cofirm-

ing the drift effect, it will extend our analysis of the bias caused by recursion

and depth limit to more practically applicable works.

Bias Analysis of Other EDA-GPs We analyse two main structure of

EDA-GPs, but EDA-GPs have a variety of representations. In some cases,

Bayesian networks-based systems or any systems using deeply analysised struc-

tures in other field may not require neutrality analysis, but many reprsenta-
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tions are designed newly for handling structural constraints of GP individuals.

Therefore, analysis of their distribution change can provide a way to improve

their reliability on finding solutions and their performance practically.

Real World Applications Fundamental analysis of EDA-GP structures

can be applied to EDA-GPs whatever problems we try to solve. Therefore,

improvement of performance is promised in general applications. However, it

still requires to show how useful the analysis is in real world problems which is

complex and disturbed by many factors. This fundamental analysis will help

EDA-GPs independently to applications, but their impact will be different in

applications. For this reason, investigating results of our analysis in practical

applications is useful to know. We can confirm that the impact of neutrality

even in practical problems, and also its promising improvement will help EDA-

GPs performing better at the edge of their limited results.
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Appendix A: Restriction of

PPT in Other Benchmarks

We have presented two problems, Max and a OneMax variant, demonstrating

how stochastic drift severely damages PPT-based performance; and we have

presented a detailed analysis in the case of Max, confirming experimentally

that this poor performance really is due to stochastic drift. But a similar level

of stochastic drift is argued to be present in most GP problems of similar size

(with even greater drift in larger problems). Here we test this generalisation,

by examining three other problems:

• Max-minimising: Max variant, finding the non-zero minimum value(perfect

fitness: 0.00390625)

• Max-middle: Max variant, finding the middle available value(perfect

fitness: 2)

• 3 Bit Even Parity(perfect fitness: 8)

In these experiments, we compared our PPT-based EDA-GP system with

GGGP in terms of performance. We calculated simple statistics for the best

solution found in all generations (not necessarily the same solution in each

case, because no elitism was used).
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Table 1: Success Rate and Average Best Fitness of PPT and GP on Max-
minimising

Max-minimising

Success Average Best
Rate ( %) (mean± std) (×1e-02)

PPT(10%) 0.00% 8.18± 6.43
PPT(20%) 0.00% 7.71± 4.76
PPT(30%) 0.00% 7.71± 4.55
PPT(40%) 0.00% 9.11± 4.71
PPT(50%) 0.00% 8.80± 5.71
PPT(60%) 0.00% 9.48± 4.81
PPT(70%) 0.00% 10.00 ± 5.90
PPT(80%) 0.00% 9.95± 5.27
PPT(90%) 0.00% 8.33± 3.55
PPT(100%) 0.00% 6.30± 2.81

GP 93.33% 0.78± 1.46

Table 2: Success Rate and Average Best Fitness of PPT and GP on Max-
middle

Max-middle

Success Average Best
Rate (%) (mean ± std)

PPT(10%) 60.00% 1.78 ± 0.28
PPT(20%) 80.00% 1.90 ± 0.20
PPT(30%) 90.00% 1.95 ± 0.15
PPT(40%) 90.00% 1.95 ± 0.15
PPT(50%) 90.00% 1.95 ± 0.15
PPT(60%) 93.33% 1.97 ± 0.12
PPT(70%) 70.00% 1.82 ± 0.32
PPT(80%) 90.00% 1.96 ± 0.13
PPT(90%) 63.33% 1.81 ± 0.29
PPT(100%) 56.67% 1.77 ± 0.30

GP 100.00% 2.00 ± 0.00
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Table 3: Success Rate and Average Best Fitness of PPT and GP on 3 Bit
Even Parity

3bit Even Parity

Success Average Best
Rate (%) (mean± std)

PPT(10%) 0.00% 6.03 ± 0.48
PPT(20%) 0.00% 5.73 ± 0.44
PPT(30%) 0.00% 5.77 ± 0.50
PPT(40%) 0.00% 5.70 ± 0.53
PPT(50%) 0.00% 5.53 ± 0.50
PPT(60%) 0.00% 5.47 ± 0.50
PPT(70%) 0.00% 5.33 ± 0.47
PPT(80%) 0.00% 5.33 ± 0.47
PPT(90%) 0.00% 5.30 ± 0.46
PPT(100%) 0.00% 5.30 ± 0.46

GP 83.33% 7.80 ± 0.40

Max-minimising This problem was obtained by inverting the selection of

the Max problem: minimising fitness, rather than maximising it, but giving

fitness 4 to any solution whose fitness in the Max problem is zero. This

problem has a unique optimal solution, where all internal nodes contain ×

and leaf nodes 0.5. In this experiment, all other configuration settings for

PPT and GGGP were the same as in Section 4.2, as shown in Table 4.3 4.4.

The results are shown in Table 1 2 3. PPT-based EDA-GP is unable to solve

the problem at all, while GGGP solves it with a success rate of 93.33% using

the same computational resources.

Max-middle In this problem, the target value is 2.0, the fitness function

being the absolute difference between the function value and the target. This

function has far more different solutions than the other two Max problems.

Initial experiments with the same population as for those found solutions 100%

successfully in all treatments. Since this did not give any useful information,

we reduced the population size to 30; all other settings were as in Table 4.2.
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As we see in Table 1 2 3, EDA-GP can find perfect solutions over 50% of the

time even in pure brute-force search (100% selection), but the overall success

percentage is lower than for GGGP (100%).

Table 4: Grammar for Parity Problem

T → T AND T
T → T OR T
T → T NOT T
T → T D0 T
T → T D1 T
T → T D2 T

Table 5: Common Parameter Settings for the 3 Bit Even Parity Problem

Common Parameters

Genotype string mapped to tree
Length 511
Values AND,OR,NOT,D0,D1,D2

Population 200
Generations 200
Runs 30

3-Bit Even Parity For this problem, we used {AND,OR,NOT} as the op-

erators and {D0, D1, D2} as the boolean variables. All 8 input cases were

used to compute the fitness, as the number of cases for which the output was

the correct (even parity) value – so that the fitness function was maximising.

For the previous problems, we knew the exact depth limit needed to solve

the problem so that we could fairly compare EDA-GP and GGGP. For parity,

this is not possible, since different solutions (or parts of solutions) may have

different depths. For parity, we chose to set the maximum depth limit as 8, but

to assign the value FALSE to all operators occurring in depth 7. This allowed

the GGGP system to have non-same-depth crossovers (in the previous problem
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Table 6: EDA Parameter Settings for the 3 Bit Even Parity Problem

EDA Parameters

Selection Truncation
Ratios 0.1, . . . , 1.0

Update Max. Likelihood
Sampling PLS
Structure Independent

PPT

Table 7: GGGP Parameter Settings for the 3 Bit Even Parity Problem

GGGP Parameters

Selection Tournament
Size 5

Cross. Prob. 0.3
Mut. Prob. 0.7
Reproduction Generational

settings, the GGGP system’s crossovers were restricted because crossovers

exceeding the depth of the optimal tree were rejected because of the depth

limit). In this configuration, the largest possible tree is a 511-node full binary

tree. These limits were more than sufficient to generate perfect solutions.

Both systems could generate exactly the same search space, the grammar for

GGGP being shown in Table 4. The detailed parameter settings are shown in

Table 5 , 6, 7.

In the results, the GGGP system has an 83.33% probability of finding a

perfect solution, while the PPT system was unable to find any solution in any

setting.

Summary For the Max-minimising and parity functions, which have sparse

solutions, we see the same effects as with Max: stochastic drift essentially

prevents the PPT system finding solutions. For the Max-middle problem,

solutions are plentiful; drift is far less important, since even when it does

exclude specific solutions, there are plenty more to choose from, so that the
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PPT system is still able to find solutions much of the time.
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Appendix B: LW in Arthritis

Prediction

Arthritis and Body Conditions For more than 10 years, National Health

And Nutrition Examination Survey has been conducted 1 by Centers of Disease

Control and Prevention which is a govern institute of United States. The insi-

titue investigated several hundreds of body conditions of about 5000 persons.

To produce reliable statistics, the samples are selected from U.S. population

of all ages and race including over 60 years old. They publically opened this

data on the purpose of investigating national standard health measure to help

developing health policy, program, services.

Among the observed diseases, we collected data related to arthritis for

developing a measure to predict the disease from simply observable data, for

example weight and height. The observable parameters are selected by intu-

itive relations to arthritis, which affects physical movements. This problem

is newly designed in this thesis, and therefore the correlation between vari-

ables are not observed. From preliminary research, it was shown that they

are not linearly correlated and therefore it requires to use nonlinear regression

approach as GP. For this reason, this is a proper practical problem to test our

EDA-GP systems and change of applying our methods. In this appendix, we

aim to accurately predict arthritis given input parameters observed for each

1Data is provided on their website.
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person.

In the survey data, We selected 7 conditions as input variables and one

output variable to check occurrence of arthritis. The output variable is col-

lected by the answer of each person to ”Has a doctor or other professional

ever told you have arthritis?”(variable code = MCQ160A). True for this an-

swer means that the person has arthritis disease in this preprocessing. Detail

conditions of this measure is described in the webpage of the survey. All vari-

ables are described in the following table. We used data samples not missing

Table 8: Measures used for Arthritis Prediction

Variable ID Description

Input 0 WHD010 current self-reported height
Input 1 WHD020 current self-reported weight
Input 2 WHD050 self-reported weight a year ago
Input 3 PEASCTM1 blood pressure time in second
Input 4 PEASCTM2(IMQ020) received hepatitis B 3 does series
Input 5 BMXLEG upper leg length
Input 6 BMXWAIST waist circumference

Output MCQ160A doctor ever said you had arthritis

any value for the input variables, collected from 2007 to 2008. This data has

4738 samples.

Experiment Design: Model In the prediction problem, our aim is con-

firming improvement of PPT-based EDA-GPs by applying LW, rather than

finding the most accurate solutions. To check the improvement, we select a

PPT-based system. It is represented by a binary tree composed of 15 multi-

nomial variables at each node and its maximum depth is 3(Root depth is 0).

The set of outcomes of the variables is σ = {+,−,×, /,X0, . . . ,X6, C} where

Xi is an input variable of Table 8 and C is a random constant generator. This

constant generates a real value by Guassian distribution with mean and std

stored in C. The statistics is updated by observed real value for C. In terminal

nodes, arithmetic operators are excluded from symbols to select. The system
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follows simple EDA process as Chapter 5. We added incremental learning

at this time to investigate more practical results. Parameters of systems are

described in Table 9. Based on this setting, we compare performance of PPT

systems before and after applying LW.

Experiment Design: Problems Genotype representation for this experi-

ments is a tree, each node of which has a symbol selected from σ. Maximum

depth is 3 and maximum arity is 2. In evaluating fitness of each individual, we

calculated raw fitness and then evaluate its accuracy for data samples. The

raw fitness is the result of a arithmetic function described by a tree, given val-

ues for input variables, as an well-known Symbolic Regression Problems [1].

This raw fitness is mapped onto real value between 0 and 1 by a sigmoid func-

tion, because output variable is in (0,1) and raw fitness is in (-inf,inf). For

all data samples, we compared the results of the sigmoid function to output

variable value for each data sample, then calculated root mean square error

for all samples. This RMSE is the final fitness of an individual calculated by

this equation:

F ( ~Xi, Oi) =

√

√

√

√

∑

i∈I

(

1

1+e−Raw( ~Xi)
−Oi

)2

|I|

where I is a set of samples mapped onto people, ~Xi is a person i’s 6 values for

input variables, Oi is value of output variable for i and Raw( ~Xi) is raw fitness

of the individual tree for i. This equation is a conceptual function, and it is

slightly changed in practical use.

F ( ~Xi, Oi) = −

√

√

√

√

∑

i∈I

(

1

1+e−Raw( ~Xi)
− (Oi − 1)

)2

|I|
+ TreeDepth

Here we subtract 1 from Oi to change range of output to (0,1) from (1,2)

and added depth of tree individual. This addition of depth roughly related
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to complexity of solutions is added for enforce PPT systems to find more

structured solutions, because scale of RMSE is so small that single variable

solutions can be selected. However, it means that the GP search is not helpful

to find better solutions, because of complex fitness landscape. For this reason,

we simply put a complexity term of individuals to obtain more structured and

accurate solutions, overcoming sticking into a extremely simple solution and

bad local optimum.

Table 9: Parameter Settings for Arthritis Prediction

Genotype tree Selection Truncation
Max.Depth 3 Ratio 0.3
Operators +,−,×, / Sampling PLS
Terminals X1, . . . ,X6, C Update Max. Likelihood

Population 30 Learning Ratio 0.9
Generations 200 Runs 30

Results Results of the experiments are shown in the Fig. 1. In this plot, best
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Figure 1: Performance of the PPT-based EDA and Change of Applying LW
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fitness observed in original PPT shows no improvement after 15 generations

converging to 3.497. Applying LW(LW-sampling) to PPT, it found better best

fitness up to 3.543, improving it by about 0.05. In accuracy, 0.05 may not be

huge improvement, however its impact is clearly shown in diversity change

in the results of Fig. 2 As shown in the figure, PPT without LW decreases
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Figure 2: Diversity of the PPT based EDA and Change of Applying LW

diversity below 0.5 and it converges to the low diversity in short generations

less than 20. On the other hand, PPT with LW maintains high diversity larger

than 0.7 in overall generations and its speed of losing diversity is much slower.

The performance improvement and suppression of diversity loss are expected

results similar with that of Max problem of Chapter 5.

Conclusions In this appendix, we showed that the LW method to eliminate

bias is still applicable in practical problems. In the results, an original PPT-

based EDA-GP showed better performance and also suppressed diversity loss.

It is an easily predictable result, because the bias problem is irrelevant to

problem property, whether it is practical or artificial as we keep arguing in

all chapters. In complex problems, complex fitness landscape disturbs such
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improvements as the observed improvement of performance is small. Even so,

we could confirm that ability to suppress diversity loss is still maintained.

Discussions and Future Works An issue to discuss in this experiment

is performance of both systems. Even if we apply the LW, its performance

improvement is relatively small, when we expect 100% accuracy of solutions.

However, in this practical problem, its complex fitness landscape is unknown,

so it would be hard to know what is the achievable maximum performance from

give data. We leave to find the upper bound of best fitness in given data as a

future work. In addition, it will be also possible to improve the performance

better by using advanced systems of EDA-GPs as grammar-based models [32].
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초록

초 록

분포 추정 유전 프로그래밍(Estimation of Distribution Genetic

Programming, EDA-GP)는 인공지능의 한 분야인 진화연산 알고리즘 중

하나로 분포 추정 알고리즘(Estimation of Distribution Algorithm, EDA)

의 모델 기반 학습 방법을 유전 프로그래밍(Genetic Programming, GP)

이 다루는 관계형 정보 기반의 문제 영역에 도입하였다. 이 분야에서는

지난 15년간 많은 모델 기법들을 60여개의 논문에서 발표되었으며, 모델

기반의 접근 방법을 통해 다양한 해생성, 다수의 최적해 분포 학습, 사전

지식 사용 및 유전 프로그래밍 행동 분석의 용이성 등 여러 가지 장점을

가지고 있다. 이 알고리즘이 다루는 문제 영역은 귀납적 논리 프로그래

밍(Inductive Logic Programming, ILP)이나 확률적 관계학습(Statistical

Relational Learning, SRL)등 관계형 정보를 확률적으로 학습하는 방법

론들과 중첩된다.

많은 장점에도 불구하고 이 분포 추정 유전 프로그래밍은 분포의 편향

성에 의해 확장성에 큰 제약을 받는다. 관계형 정보로부터 확률 모델을

구성하는 과정이 복잡하여, 하나의 표준화된 모델의 표현방식이 사용되

지 않고 다양한 표현방식들이 새롭게 개발되거나, 다른 분야로부터 유입

되어왔다. 이런 과정에서 많은 표현방식들은 진화연산과정 중 특히 모델

의 확률 분포 유지 면에서 충분한 분석이 이루어지지 않고 사용되고 있

다. 일반적인 분포추정알고리즘에서는 보통 모델이 학습한 확률분포가

진화적 선택과정 없이 세대가 흘러가는 경우 분포가 변하지 않는 것이

보편적으로 기대되는 행동이다. 중립성(Neutrality)라고 부르는 이 성향

은 분포추정유전프로그래밍의 경우에는 많은 모델들에서 지켜지지 않고,

확률적 편향을 발생한다. 해결하려고하는 문제와는 독립적으로 발생하는

이런 편향성은 진화적 선택과정이 제공하는 문제 해결을 위한 유용한 정

보들을 왜곡하고, 확장성을 제한하고 분포추정유전프로그래밍의 문제해

결도구로써의 능력에 심각한 제약이 되기도 한다.

이 논문에서는 분포추정유전프로그래밍의 편향성에 대해서 보다 근본

적으로 분석한다. 우선, 분포추정유전알고리즘이 극단적으로 간단한 문제

조차 해결을 못하는 경우를 실험적으로 보여, 편향성의 심각성과 영향력

을 증명한다. 이런 실험적 분석을 넘어서 이어지는 연구에서는 수학적으

로 확률초기트리(Probabilistic Prototype Tree, PPT) 및 확률적문맥자유

문법(Stochastic Context Free Grammar, SCFG)라는 분포추정유전프로



그래밍의 대표적인 두 표현방식을 분석한다. 확률초기트리 방식에서는

편향성이 드리프트효과(drift effect)로 인해 발생하고, 이 효과가 구조적

특성으로 인해 증폭되면서, 큰 모델의 문제 해결력을 제한한다. 이런 제

약은 현실적인 문제들에서는 기본적으로 요구되는 능력으로, 확장성의

문제를 가져온다. 확률적문맥자유문법, 크게는 문법기반의 모델들에서는

이런 드리프트효과뿐만 아니라, 다른 종류의 문제들이 발생하기도 한다.

이 연구에서는 재귀성(recursion)과 깊이제약(depth limit)으로 발생하는

편향을 분석한다. 두 가지 특성은 각각 컴퓨터 언어학과 유전프로그래밍

분야에서 매우 일반적으로 사용되는 특성으로, 두 특성의 상호작용으로

인한 편향효과는 아직 보고된 바가 없다. 이 편향성은 모델을 특정한 형

태의 분포로 수렴하게 하여 위의 편향성이 가져오는 문제들과 같이 관측

된 정보의 이용을 방해한다.

이 연구에서는 이런 편향성을 확인함과 동시에, 정확한 추정을 제공하

고, 이를 이용해 편향성을 제거한다. 확률초기트리의 경우, 우도가중치

(Likelihood Weighting, LW)라는, 베이지안 네트워크에서 사용되는 것과

유사한 방식으로 편향성의 증폭 효과를 제거한다. 문법기반 모델의 경우,

학습된 분포가 만들어내는 편향의 정도가 추정되었으므로, 이의 역치를

다시 적용하는 것으로 문제를 해결한다. 이런 방법들은 수학적인 접근을

통해 편향성을 제거하고 중립성을 보존하는 것을 보장하지만, 이 주장을

뒷받침하기위하여 널리 쓰이는 벤치마크 및 현실적인 문제들에서 검증한

다.

결과적으로 이 논문은 많은 분포추정유전프로그래밍 모델들의 확장성

을 향상시킬 것이다. 중립성 문제의 해결은 해결하려고하는 문제와는 독

립적이므로 분포추정유전프로그래밍을 사용하는 모든 응용연구에서 개선

효과를 나타낸다. 또한 표현방식을 가장 널리, 대표적으로 쓰이는 두 가

지를 선택하여 분석함으로써, 이 표현방식을 기반으로 하는 많은 수의

분포추정유전프로그래밍들이 개선될 것이다. 본 연구의 기대효과는 중립

성의 해결로 인한 일반적인 분포추정유전프로그래밍 분야의 전반적 성능

향상이라고 할 수 있다.

파급 효과로써 중립성 문제의 해결을 넘어서 분포추정유전프로그래밍

의 모델 표현방식에 대한 근본적인 분석 연구 활성화도 기대해본다.

주요어 : 분포추정알고리즘, 유전프로그래밍,

확률적 편향, 확률초기트리,

확률적문맥자유문법, 분포추정유전프로그래밍

학 번 : 2006-21135
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